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M O N TC L A R IO N
Vol. 49, No. 12

Th u n ., Nov. 21, 1974

Montclair, N J 07043

Strike Drags On
S t a t e ,Union Reps
Meet in Trenton
By Dia Palmieri
Representatives of the New Jersey. American Federation of
Teachers (N J A F T ) walked out of yesterday's meeting with
Department of Higher Education representatives. The meeting,
arranged by Jeffrey Tener, acting director of the Public
Employment Relations Commissions, had been the first time that
both sides met since negotiations broke down last week.
According to Marioantonio Lacatena, N J A F T president, the
P ER C meeting was not a success because the state would not give
in to union demands.
The PERC sponsored meeting was the result of an invitation
to both sides to see if there was any possibliity of resuming
contract negotiations.
Tener had indicated before the meeting took place that he had
hopes but not expectations that the meeting would produce
positive results. A spokesman for the PERC office, where the
meeting took place, stated that it was "a closed door" meeting
and was not able to give any further information as to what was
said at the meeting.
As the PERC meeting was in progress 225 students from four of the
state colleges demonstrated in front of the state house in Trenton.
Present at the demonstration were S G A president Mike Messina and
Angelo Genova, New Jersey Student Association president, who met with
Byrne’s administrative assistant Peter Curtin to express the students'
displeasure with the faculty strike.

M O N TC LAR IO N /Blalse DtFedele
B Y R N E D U P : S G A legislator Pam Wickham sports sign
in student demonstration at Trenton. Wickham was one o f
more than 200 students who made the trip yesterday to urge
the state to get back to the negotiations.

Mary Fairbanks, director of public information for the Board of Higher
Education, emphasized that the talks did not include any "collective
bargaining."
In a phone call to the governor's office, Dick Campbell, Brendan T .
Byrne's press secretary, also reported that the meeting in Trenton was
simply a "preliminary'' step to resuming negotiations.
According to Fairbanks and the PERC spokesman, those attending the
meeting included: Frank Mason, special assistant to the governor for
collective bargaining; Barry Steiner, special assistant to the board for
collective bargaining; Robert N. Bates, chief negotiator for the State
College Council and Marcoantonio Lacatena, president of the N J A F T .
Chancellor of Higher Education Ralph A . Dungan, who has accused the
striking teachers of breaking the no-strike clause of their current contract,
said on Tuesday that the state has discussed the possibility of issuing an
injunction forcing the state faculties to return to work.

Continued on page 5...

M O N TC LAR IO N /B lalse DIFedele
P R O T E S T .M S C students formed a majority of those
protesting the faculty strike in Trenton yesterday. More
strike photos on page 3 and 5.

Picketing Prompts Violence, Arrests
Isolated incidents of violence and
arrests marked the A F T strike efforts
at the other seven state colleges
where the job action has been about
65% effective.
T w o professors were reportedly
arrested for blocking traffic at
William Paterson College, Wayne, and
a striking professor and student at
Trenton State College were also
arrested and released following a
windshield-smashing incident.
The student, William Betts, told
police that the instructor, Raymond
Willis, smashed his windshield. Willis

contained that Betts attempted to
run him over. Both men were
released on bail pending a Dec. 2
hearing.
Colleges that appeared to be hit
hardest are Stockton State College
and Ramapo State College.
S P O K ESM EN F O R the Stockton
State A F T Local say the strike there
has been 100% effective with only
administration crossing the picket
line. A Stockton student was issued a
summons by the Galaway Township
Police when she reportedly sped

around a corner and narrowly missed
picketers.
Almost all colleges reported
verbal abuse by
the picketing
professors and student supporters
along with stopping of strikebreakers'
cars and pounding on windshields
and hoods.
Trenton State appeared to be hurt
least by the strike. A spokesman for
the Trenton State new^iaper, the
Signal, remarked that the strike was
hardly effective with most classes
going on as usual on Monday.
A t Ramapo. the strike was
reported to be 80% effective with

only one-fifth of the classes being
conducted.
Picketers numbered between 25
and 50 at most colleges with many
students joining the teachers on the
lines at most campuses.
JO H N B Y R N E , editor of the
State Beacon at William Paterson,
said picketers stopped his car and
broke into it, confiscating pictures he
was intending to use for publication.
Byrne added that he had been unable
to get the photos back.
Most campuses reported that
deliveries were being made on
schedule;
however,
construction

workers at Jersey City State agreed
to strike Monday in sympathy with
tjie A F T for 72 hours.
Student governments at the other
seven campuses are divided on
support
of
striking
professors.
S to c k to n
State
students
are
supporting their faculty's walk-out
while other SG A's Including the
Student
Organization
at
Kean
C o ll e g e ,
are
u rg in g
th e ir
constituencies to attend classes.
Forums at both MSC and Jersey
City prompted students traveling to
Trenton to urge the state to reopen
negotiations yesterday.
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C L U B Recreation
Presents
T H A N K S G IV IN G BASH
T H U R S ., Nov. 21
H E B R E W C LA S S E S : Offered every
Thursday by Jewish Student Union.
Intermediate 5 pm, beginner 6 pm in
JS U Office, first floor of Life Hall.
Free.

Beer
Munchies
Hot Dogs

Tues., Nov. 26

A R T F O R U M L E C T U R E : Pat Steir,
painter. Calcia Auditorium , Fine Arts
Building, 1 pm. Sponsored by fine
arts department. Free.

8! pm to Midnight

SC Ballrooms
Admission $1
S G A ID and Proof of Age Required

FREE
Christian Science Lecture
"Power of G o d”
Horacio by Omar Rivas
Sun., Nov. 24, 3:30 pm
Millburn Jr. High
Millburn Ave., Millburn, NJ

M E E T IN G :
Alpha
Kappa
Psi,
professional
business
fraternity.
Fourth floor meeting rooms. Student
Center, 7:30 pm.
S E N IO R R E C IT A L : Ruth Everett,
organ. Memorial Auditorium , 8 pm.
Free.
M O V IE : "Magical Mystery T o u r."
S tu d e n t
C e n te r
b a llro o m s ,
continuous showings, noon to 5 pm.
Sponsored by C L U B Cinema, Free.
M O V IE : "Glaudine.” Student Center
ballrooms, 8 and 10 pm. Sponsored
by C L U B Cinema and Black Student
Cooperative Union. 75 cents.
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Help O tlr ERS
W lliU

D R A M A : “ One Flew Over the
C u c k o o 's
N e s t"
in
Players’
production. Studio Theater, 8 pm.
Admission: S G A 75 cents, students
$1 and others $1.75.
F R I., Nov. 22
L E C T U R E : Witcher Memorial Series.
"Fam ous
Murders
and
Murder
Trials," by Raymond Paul. Calcia
Auditorium , Fine Arts Building , 8
pm. $1.50 per lecture.
C O N C E R T : American Boy's Choir.
Memorial Auditorium , 7 pm. $5 and
$3.
DRAM A:
"One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest." Studio Theater, 2
pm and 8 pm.
S A T ., Nov. 23
C U L T U R A L SE R IE S C O N C E R T :
Rosalie Pratt, harp; Oscar Ravina,
violin. Calcia Auditorium , Fine Arts
Building,
8
pm.
$3
or
by
subscription.
DRAM A:
"One Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest." Studio Theater, 8
pm.

Help a
B

CLUB
M E E T IN G :
College
Life
Union
Board,
Student
Center
meeting rooms, fourth floor, 4 pm.

EARNÎNq

up TO $92

S U N ., Nov. 24
C O N C E R T : MSC Concert Choir and
New Symphony Orchestra. Memorial
Auditorium , 8 pm. Free.
B A K E S A L E : at Studio Theater.
Sponsored by Newman House after
11 am Mass.
M O N ., Nov. 25
LEC TU R E:
" D e m y th o lo g ize d
Missionary," novel approaches to the
Missions.
Fourth
floor
meeting
rooms, Student Center, 7:30 pm.
Sponsored by Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship. Free.
T H A N K S G IV IN G
D IN N E R :
Proceeds go to children at Camp
Fatima. All you can eat for $1.50. At
Newman House, 4:30 to 6:30 pm.
T U E S ., Nov. 26
T H A N K S G IV IN G B ASH : Music by
"H olm e," beer, hot dogs and snacks
available. Student Center ballrooms,
8 pm to midnight. Sponsored by
C L U B Recreation. Admission $1,
S G A ID and proof of age required.
C E L E B R A T IO N : Women's Center
Second Anniversary. A t the Women's
Center, Life Hall, noon. Free.
S U N ., Dec. 1
T R IP :
"Treasures of
Trenton."
Visiting Isaac Watson House, Old
Barracks, Trent House, McKonky
Terry House. Leave Panzer G ym at
10:30 am, return 6 pm. Sponsored

by Student Bicentennial Committee.
Bus: $1.50 plus admission to houses.
Bring lunch.
M E E T IN G :
Alpha
Kappa
Psi,
professional business
fraternity.
Fourth floor meeting rooms. Student
Center, 7:30 pm.
T H U R S ., Dec. 5
LEC TU R E:
Dr. Sula Benet of
Hunter College on "Comparative
View of Longevity in the Soviet
U nion." Russ Hall Lounge, 5 pm
Sponsored by the anthropology
department. Free.
A R T FORUM
L E C T U R E : John
C a rte r,
vide o
tapes.
Calcia
Auditorium , Fine Arts Building, 1
pm. Free.
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W rite :

CHRISTIAN
INFORMATION
SERVICE ..rm,

FIND ANSW ERSF ree co rr esp on d
ence course on
the To ra h, the
books of Moses.
N e w Te s ta m e nt
in Engli sh and
Yiddi sh also
available w it h 
o u t charge.

P.0. Bos 1048
Rochester, N.Y.
14603

Attention Skiers
SAAS-Fee
Switzerland: $444 Total
Includes: Round trip jet air transportation
Round trip transfer between airport and ski resort
Seven night accomodations in apartments or chalets
both kitchen equipped, and walking distance to slopes
Two-Three course dinners at the Hotel/Restaurant SASSer
Ski Pass for entire lift system
Indoor Olympic-sized pool
All gratuities and taxes
Boot bag
US departure tax and European airport tax
Service of multilingual guide
ASPEN/SNOMASS
Colorado: $369 Total
Includes:
Round-trip TWA airlines
Round trip between airport and resort
Seven night accomodations at the Aspen Chateau Condominiums
kitchen equipped and fireplaces
Boot bag
7% service charge and local taxes
ALSO
Ft. Lauderdale: As low as $139
Includes:
Transportation
Hotel (Ramada Inn or Holiday Inn)
Gratuities
Call Larry Casha, 227-0183
or Janice Eatdley 772-7636

MONTCLARION
Frank Balistrieri
Michael F .X . Grieco
Mike Finnegan
Scott Winter

advertising manager
advisor
arts editor
business manager

Men of A.P.O.

circulation

Alice Hartman

editorial assistant

Jerry Sapienza

graphics manager

Bernie Sluzas
Michael Hatem
Sue Castner

/instate

1
T

IS THERE
A PERSONAL
GOD? HAS HE
SPOKEN TO
YOU?

Hank Gola
Rich Keller

assistant graphics manager
magazine editor
photography editor
sports editor
assistant sports editor

M oN Th
Monday through Friday
From 9 am to 4 pm
Saturday 9 am to 2 pm
Give Us a Call or Drop In
Plasma Tec, L td.
781 Bergen Ave.
Jersey C ity, N J
434-6222

239-9555
60 P0MPT0N AVE.

VERONA

Allstate insurance Companies
Home Office: Northbrook, III

The M O N T C L A R IO N is published weekly throughout the
academic year, except during examination, vacation and Winter
Session, by the Student Government Association, Inc., of Montclair
State College, Valley Road at Normal Ave., Upper Montclair, N .J.
07043. Telephone: (201) 893-5109.
Advertising rates upon request. Known office of publication:
Student Center, Upper Montclair, N J . 07043.
The M O N T C L A R IO N is a member of the New Jersey Collegiate
Press Association and is a six time winner of the All-American
rating of the Associated Collegiate Press Competition.
Th e editorial opinions expressed represent those of the
editor-in-chief unless otherwise designated.
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Dickson: Credits
Are Still Safe
*

By Lawrence Cohen
"Unless the strike goes tor more
than four weeks I don't see any
danger to credits or grades," said
MSC president David W .D. Dickson.
Ralph Dungan, chancellor of Higher
Education, has stated that the issue
of credits will not be resolved on a
statewide basis but will be left up to
the individual institutions.
"I
have
heard
that
some
professors are using the strike to put
student grades in jeopardy by
springing surprise quizzes and paper
w ork," but the grey haired president
added that he was depending on the
"professionalism” of the teachers to
avoid the situation.
Dickson has traveled to Trenton
to participate in closed meetings
concerning the strike. A major point
discussed by Dickson's colleagues and
members of the administration were
student credits.
Dickson has suggested using early
morning and Saturday classes to
compensate
for
lost
class-time.

Should the strike last longer than
anticipated, Dickson warned, "We
may have to cut Winter Session."
AS F A R as the success of the
strik e
is
concerned Dickson
commented, "about 49% of the
classes are being held...I don't think
that's a very successful strike."
A
reliable
student
source
disagreed with Dickson's figures
stating that "about 35% of the classes
are being held and 40% would be
pushing it."
A strike such as the A F T one
“ hurts public esteem and standing in
the
Legislature"
according
to
Dickson. " It took Oakland three or
four years to recover from theirs."
Dickson
grimly predicted, "the
longer a strike goes on, the more
danger there is to the sensitive trust
that exists between faculty and
administration,
or
between the
faculty
themselves.
Right
now
everyone is good natured, but it may
not last."

M O N T C L A R lON/John Scruggs

L A Y I N G DO/VN T H E L IN E : A n M SC student sprawls on the road to block a truck trying to gain access to the
campus Students joined the faculty in protesting the quality of higher education.

At MSC

Strike Causes Confusion
By Michelle Bell,
Scott Garside,
Janet Ratcliffe
and A rt Sharon
The strike by the American
E«deration of Teachers has made
itself evident at MSC in the traffic
snarls and empty buildings. Estimates
from various sources put the number
of classes being held at slightly less
than half, although most classes that
do meet have more than a majority in
attendance.
Traffic congestion on Monday
morning, the first day of the strike,
was concentrated most heavily in theValley R oad-N orm al Avenue area as
picketing professors held up cars.
Confusion
on
the
part
of
motorists trying to enter the campus
also contributed to the back-up with
an hour's wait to travel from Burns
Country Inn on Valley Road in
Clifton to the Normal Avenue
entrance between 8 am and 10 am.

Although there are nod efin itive
figures available as to exactly how
many faculty members continue to
teach, it appears that as the strike
continued Tuesday, more professors
chose to remain out rather than cross
the union picket line.
S G A , W H IC H has compiled lists
of professors and their strike status,
approximated that 40% of the
faculty were out of classes on
Monday, but added that this figure
rose on Tuesday
T rtffic
delays
were
partly
alleviated by Montclair and Little
Falls police who regulated the traffic
flow into campus allowing cars to
pass while permitting the picketing
teachers and the handful of student
supporters who joined them to have
their time pacing the drive at the
Normal Avenue entrance.
The traffic problem was almost
non-existent on Tuesday morning as
police arrived before many cars tried
to seek access to the campus.

Keep Up Academic
Standards: Gawley
Th e current teachers' strike has
been judged as 50% effective here at
MSC, according to Dr. Irwin H.
Gawley
Jr.,
vice-president
for
academic affairs.
Gawley based his evaluation on
the attendance reports of teachers
that were compiled within the six
various schools on Monday and
Tuesday which averaged out that
approximately
half
the
faculty
reported for work.
The Schools of Professional Arts
and
Sciences,
Mathematics and
Science and Fine and Performing
Arts recorded the more substantial
teacher attendance figures, Gawley
remarked.
IN A M E M O R A N D U M issued
after
the
compilation
of
the

a tte n d a n c e
fig u re s,
G a w le y
re-affirmed
administration policy
that the incoming teachers could
" c o n tin u e
to
implement
the
established course requirements and
will make no alterations in those
requirements."
The memorandum acknowledged
reports of "faculty intimidation of
students" that the administration
took a position against and stressed
that "students that have missed
requirements because of the strike
would have the same opportunity to
make up the work as normally would
be afforded to them."
More specific details on make-up
work will have to “ await certain
s ta te -w id e
decisions,"
Gawley
concluded in his statement.

Many students decided not to
wait on Monday morning and merely
turned around on Valley Road. The
Clove Road entrance at the back of
the
campus
experienced
only
momentary
tie-ups as picketing
faculty stopped cars to pass out
flyers and to urge drivers to support
their cause.
P A R K IN G L O T S were noticeably
empty with only two or three of the
quarry lots having cars. The lots
across from the Fine Arts Building
were not filled until mid-morning on
Monday and many students have
taken advantage of the strike to park
in the near-vacant faculty lot near
Partridge Hall.
The
p ic k e tin g
has
been
highlighted by the addition of
students to the lines. Ten to 12
students, sporting signs asking for
quality education and no tuition
hike, joined the faculty lines. One
student, in an effort to prevent a
truck from gaining access to the
campus, lay across the road until
police removed him. There have been
no arrests made at MSC.
Picketers have pounded on cars,
waved signs, handed out leaflets,
directed cars away from the campus
entrances and cursed students and
faculty who crossed their lines.
Teachers who were conducting
regular class sessions referred to their
obligation to teach and job security
as reasons for crossing the lines.
Many, when asked, chose not to
comment
on the strike, some
appearing uncertain on the issues
involved.
Students'
attitudes
reflected
disgust at the inconvenience the
strike provided and guilt at crossing
the faculty lines.
“ I feel terrible about crossing a
picket line," said Denise Tsairis, a
freshman. "I want to support the
strike but I have to worry about
myself too. Over half of my teachers
are conducting classes and handing
out assignments," she related.

L E A D E R : A F T president Marcoantonio Lacatena. M SC math professor, signs
papers in his cluttered office. The union leader has asserted that the strike will
continue until the state meets union demands for wage increases and cost of
living clauses.

Dorm s to S tay
Open: S tover
By Kathryn Martone
In an attempt to dispel rumors
that the dormitories will close if the
A F T remains on strike for longer
than three days, the MSC housing
director announced as long as the
college stays open the dorms are
expected to remain open also.
Dr. Raymond M. Stover added
that in the event that classes are
caused to extend into January is the
result of a drawn-out strike, there
would be no extra room charge to
residents during that month.
AS F A R as the ability to provide
services is concerned Stover said,
"There's no reason w hy the dorms
can't stay open indefinitely." He
explained that the non-unionized
service people have already stocked

food and could bring in more with
their own vehicles if necessary.
He said that the removal of
garbage would be difficult but not
impossible as the refuse would have
to be carried off campus in the
college's maintenance trucks.
Lois
Redd,
coordinator
of
housing services for all MSC dorms,
said if the 23 civil service people who
take care of maintenance in the
dorms were to walk out, the dorm
residents would be able to maintain
the buildings if they wanted to.
Stover
said,
however,
that
although
the dorms would be
physically able to remain open they
might be closed if it becomes
impractical to continue operating.
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Belongs to You

Next General Membership Meeting
To n ig h t---- Thurs., Nov. 21
4

Center,Fourt

7 pm Student
Classes Are N ow Being Held

-<»U •-

•'• c: - * t tr< . inrl

fo r All People Interested in Taking the
Third Class FCC License Test

Monday through Friday

Weekly

7 pm to 9 pm
Radio Station/ Student

Projected

Fourth Floor

- Mon., Dec. 2

\__________________________________________ r
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Board Approves
Dungan’s Budget

Strike...
However, Dungan is taking a
"wait and see" position before asking
for a court action from the state.
A c c o rd in g
to
the
PERC
spokesman nothing more is known
concerning the likelihood of an
injunction.

By AnnKaren McLean

Union demands include salary
increases adjusted to meet the rising
cost of living, an expanded medical
plan for themselves and their families
and a guarantee of no faculty layoffs
in view of the state's alleged fiscal
crises.

ßtLGIßßlJI/'CßG
A V O N - your campus representative.
Call Karen: 748-4268.
For Sale-Hagstrom hollow body
guitar with hard case. List $465.
Must sell. $135. Call 694-7616. Ask
for Dave.

M O N TC L A R IO N / Jo h n Scruggs
P E E P IN G P R O F : M SC prof Ben Minor peers over his picket sign while
walking the line at MSC.

For Sale-1969 Lotus Elan, rebuilt
transmission, rebuilt carbs. New
clutch and pressure plate. New
battery,
37,500
miles.
$3200.
464-9572 after six.
Spiritual
development?
Anyone
Interested In splritual/mystlcal/psychlc
matters
(SU FISM ,
Eastern
philosophy, or growth in general)
please see Laurie, Quarterly.
Puppies for sale — 1/2 Siberian
husky, 1/2?: $20 each, call Steve
after 5 pm, 863-6756.

Because of the Thanksgiving Holiday,
there will be no M O N T C L A R I O N
published next week. The next Issue
of the M O N T C L A R ION will come
out Dec. 5. Advertising deadline for
this issue Is Wed., Nov. 27, at noon.
Deadline for Datebook copy will be
Tues., Dec. 3 at noon.

Guitar Lessons — Improvise rock,
blues, lead, rhythm and slide. Choose
what, w h o r e a n d w h e n to study. Mike
Dugan 893-5276.
T Y P IN G — expertly done on IBM
executive typewriter. Reasonable. No
charge
for
paper
on carbons.
Convenient to college. 256-6376.
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Senior, Junior, Sophomore
Freshman Class Officers
and
Freshman SGA Reps
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Petitions Available SGA O ffice Nov.,22
Due 4 pm Nov. 29 in SGA
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1!tectionsl4 ÌC‘ 4 & 5

9 am to 5 pm SC Lobby

I

S TU D EN T FAST
Students with meal tickets can
have them voided for today in order
to participate in a "Fast for a World
Harvest" which is sponsored by the
C o op e ra ting
Campus
Ministry.
Commuters are asked to contribute
the cost of the day’s meals toward
the "Fast" fund.

More information available at SGA office, fourth floor Student Center
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C H R IS T M A S C L O T H IN G
Alpha Phi Omega is conducting a
clothing drive for the Salvation
Arm y. Drop off points for old
clothes will be the APO office on the
first floor of Life Hall, next to
Memorial
Auditorium ,
and
the
Student Center. Clothing will bo
accepted between Nov. 25 and Dec

11 .

EARN TOP MONEY. Seeking
campus representatives to
p ro m o te
student
travel
programs. Vagabond Tours,
300 East 44th St., Suit 1001,
NY, NY
10017; (212)
661-1330 or (800) 223-5267
outside of NY.

T h e Paperback
Book

Shop

50,000 Paperbacks
in Stock
The Store for Students
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The State Board of Higher Education adopted an "austerity budget" for
fiscal year 1975-76 of $388.9 million, according to the recommendations of
Ralph A . Dungan, Chancellor of higher education, and his appointed budget
sub-committee. In the face of an anticipated 15%-20% inflation factor for next
year, this budget reflects an 8 % increase over last year’s appropriation.
" I am not proud of this budget," conceded the Chancellor of Higher
Education as he addressed last Friday's meeting of the Board of Higher
Education. The budget will now be handed to Governor Brendan T . Byrne
who will make adjustments as he sees fit and will then give the budget to the
state legislature for final approval.
While the recommendations do not include a tuition increase to state
college students, the Chancellor adrrits that there "is yet enough time" for
changes to be made. Dungan emphasized that any hikp in tuition will be
accompanied by an increase in student financial aid.
T H E R E C O M M E N D A T IO N S include limited enrollments in the state
colleges, budget cuts in state college requests from $400,000 to $1.2 million,
and $2 million cut in student financial aid.
The budget sub-committee, comprised of Gilbert T . Rcessner, chairman of
the Board of Higher Education, and Edward E. Booher, president of the
McGraw-Hilf Book Division, made its recommendations public at an
impromptu meeting on Nov. 2.
N JS A president Angelo Genova, an MSC student, said at the
sub-committee hearings he was "extremely displeased with the amount of time
provided to develop a reaction to the Chancellor's recommendations."
According to Genova, the budget is a "characture of stagnation." He did,
however, point out that the cut in financial aid was reduced from $5.5 million,
after serious discussion between himself, MSC president Mike Messina, and the
sub-committee.
" IN A S E T of recommendations they asked for a decrease in student aid,
the next thing you know they start telling us of the possibility of an increase
in tuition and saying that the increase will be covered by additional aid. Where
will the aid come from if the Chancellor is recommending cuts in aid?" asked
Genova.
Dungan said that, judging from the achievement levels of many freshman
classes, "many of these students would be better served in community
colleges." The Chancellor has recommended that community colleges have
open enrollments while state colleges be permitted to expand by only 3% over
last year's figures.
Following the meeting, Dungan was asked that, rather than apologizing for
such a minimal budget, he should be arguing with the governor to have more
funds reallocated into his department.
Dungan replied, "Maybe I am not fulfilling my responsibilities as
Chancellor. Call it harsh on my part..."
The Chancellor explained that he is obliged to deal fairly with all state
departments, and that departments such as mental health take a greater
priority in his mind than does the fate of Higher Education.
According to one Board member, this budget sees to it that "everyone is
being fairly hurt."

A t the Five Corners
580 Bloomfield Ave.
Bloomfield, N J 743-4740

EU R O S ES S IO N W IN N E R S
Kathy Clohessy, a sophomore
math major, and Carol Anderson, a
music major, were the second and
third
people
chosen
for
the
Eurossession drawing to be held Dec.
17. The two students were spotted
wearing their Eurosession buttons on
Nov. 1 and Nov. 6.
Grand prize in the drawing is a
round-trip
to
Europe
on
the
Eurossession plan. Spotters will be
visiting the campus until Dec. 17
until 10 people are chosen for the
drawing.

L IT E
W A R E H O U S E . Clerical
Typing, Accounting, Etc. Earn
Extra $$ on Your Free Days
Sign Up Now for January
Vacation
Q M EG A
60 Roseland Ave. Caldwell, NJ
228-4414
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For All Fulltime Day Undergraduate Students
£ i/
i

TA

of Your Prescriptions
Filled for only $1.50
AT

This Program

A nnex PhARMAcy
29 j P assaic S t .

is Subsidized b y

P a s s a ic , INJ
OR

L es IÌE PIlARMACy
H ine S t .
P a te r s o n , INJ

For M ore Inform ation on This Service,
C a ll or Visit the S G A ‘ Office on the
*

Fourth Floor o f tho S tud ent Center 8 9 3 -4 2 0 2
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$ $ Shortage Brings Energy Cutbacks
B y Chris Natoli
MSC will once again be forced
Into an energy conservation program.
"Last year the program was started
due to a fuel shortage; this year due
to a fund shortage," Jerome Quinn
informed.
Quinn, director of institutional
planning, explained that a request for
extra fuel funds was rejected by the
state and as a result MSC must curb
it's use.
T o prove the success of the
1973-74 winter program Quinn
offered the following figures: oil
consumption for one month in the
1972-73 year was 220,000 gallons.

last year It was reduced to 150,000
gallons.
" U N F O R T U N A T E L Y the price
of oil which was 17 cents per gallon
In 1972-73 has tripled," added
Joseph
M c G in ty,
maintenance
engineer.
T o illustrate electrical savings,
Quinn noted MSC used 1.3 million
kilowatt hours during one month in
1972-73 but last year used less than
one million per month. "Th is was a
25% savings but the bill for
electricity
two
years ago was
approximately $23,000 per month,
last year It was $35,000 per month,"
Quinn explained.

In a memo dated Oct. 23, 1974
President David W. D. Dickson
revealed, "Last year the college
com m unity
was
successful
in
reducing our overall use of energy by
approximately 20%. However, with
the rapidly increasing escalation of
fuel and electricity charges and the
lack of appropriate budget increases,
we must not only maintain our
previous achievements but also
extend them."
The conservation program was
devised last year by a joint student,
f a c u lt y
and
a d m in is tra tio n
committee. The same program will be
followed this year.

TH E
PROGRAM
includes
resetting the heating thermostats to
68 degrees F , reducing lighting by
20% where it is practical and
reducing the operational hours of the
Student Center, Sprague Library,
Panzer G ym pool and all buildings
not in use during Winter Session.
Dickson's memo provided an
energy conservation checklist with a
special note to dorm itory residents.
Students are to turn off lights and to
shut doors and windows when leaving
the rooms for more than five
minutes. They are to turn off all
electrical devices when not in use and
to eliminate use of all supplementary

portable space heaters.
M c G in t y
said th a t
all
administrators, faculty and staff have
been notified about the changes but,
"T h e
phones still
ring."
He
emphasized that though one may be
uncomfortable they have to learn to
deal with it.

WMSC
Ready
To Go
By Irene McKnight

Let a phone
share your room
for only 24^a day.

Progress on the campus radio
station is "slow but sure," according
to James Johnston, W MSC general
manager. Since the basic structure
and function of the station has been
set up, the various staffs are being
organized and coordinated and work
is beginning.
So far, applicants to the station
have had various interests and majors.
According to Gerry Tu rro , traffic
coordinator, this will provide for a
variety of listeners, since no set style
of music will dominate. Audition
committees are being set up to listen
to tapes of applicants and judge their
voice and talent in handling a
particular style of music.
H o w e v e r,. P a tty
Imbracio,
executive secretary, explained, "We
need people who are willing to work
on staffs, not just people who want
to hear their voices on the radio."

And put an end
to this.

P H IL L IP
TH O M AS,
music
director of W MSC, said that his
department is busy updating and
reconstructing the record library.
Lori Winestock, candidate for record
librarian, is in the process of filing
new records and taking inventory on
the records of past years.
Lee Martin, technical advisor for
the station, is in the process of
setting up new equipment. Problems
in the working order of the new
equipment have been ironed out and
Martin describes the process as
"steady and progressive."
The news and public affairs
department, under the direction of
Marvin Harris, plans to have football
games, panel discussions and a
combination of local and national
news in their format. Percy Hill, a
member of W MSC, has already begun
taping
interviews
on
his own
equipment and will continue his
work when the station's facilities are
set up.

For only $7.03 a month, plus
a one-time $15.00 installation
charge, you can have your
own private phone.
You’ll be able to make and
receive personal calls. Even
reach other campus phones by
dialing only four digits. All
without going through a
switchboard.

How is this possible?
Because Montclair State
installed Centrex, the modern
telephone service.
So, look at it this way:
If you and your roommate
go halves, the cost is roughly
12C a day. W e ll worth it
when you think about waiting
in pay phone lines on those

busy got-to-get-a-date-forthe-weekend nights.
Agreed?
Just pick up an application
at the Housing Office. And
order a phone for your room.

<§> New Jersey Bell

Classes were originally planned to
teach
students
the
rules and
regulations of the FC C as well as
radio operating techniques. Under
the instruction of George Rhodes and
Curtis Boykin, these courses would
relate the necessary information
needed to receive a third class license.
However, the classes were cancelled
due to lack of interest.
WMSC hopes to be on the air by
Dec. 2. At this time, they will be
heard on 90.3 in stereo. The format
of WMSC includes two-thirds music
and one-third news and cultural
affairs. The station eventually hopes
to provide additional Third World
p ro g ra m m in g
fo r
o n e -th ir d
programming time.
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Mail Call: Let
Us Give Thanks
To My Picketing Prof:
Thank you for striking for it has made me see you in a more human
light. Gone is the reverence I once had for your impassioned
scholarship, professional dignity and open-minded logic. To me you are
now a common laborer. Your scholarship is replaced with the
vulgarities and obscenities of the uneducated and uncivilized, which
you shout at me as I cross your picket line. Your dignity is replaced
with an aptitude for making a fool of yourself. Your logic is replaced
with a stubborn unreasonable attitude when you cannot see why
students won’t be duped into believing you are fighting for us.
Thank you, too, for throwing into doubt my educational status,
especially since I am a senior wanting to graduate on time. Thank you
for making me see what kind of people really stand in front of the
classroom, for I am a freshman with a previously optimistic attitude
about the quality of the teachers I would be having here.
Thank you for not being willing to meet the state halfway. Like the
rocks upstairs, you refuse to budge.
To My Prof Teaching as Usual:
Thank you for letting me know that there is at least one person who
cares abut me, a student. Thank you for taking a stand which could
cause hard feelings between yourself and colleagues and cause you a
degree of harassment.
Thank you for letting me know that there is at least one course that
I will get full credit for and that I will have completed the full study of
without a gap in continuity.
Thank you for restoring my faith in the fact that there are some
people who can be reasonable.
And thanks also to those of you honest enough to tell us if it wasn’t
for the paycheck you’d be out there with your sign too.
To the Powers that Be in Trenton:
I have paid my tuition and begun a semester of education. We had a
deal, you and me, that if I put down the cash, you’d come up with the
courses. Well, I’ve upheld my end, but you’re slipping in yours.
By not standing on the picket line and supporting those that are (see
above) we are not necessarily supporting your stubborn refusal to
bargain with them.
Don’t wait until it snows. We haven’t had a white Christmas in ages.
Don’t wait until they miss the paycheck. Their spouse may be bringing
home some dough and heavens knows how long they can put up with
peanut butter.
Get to the bargaining table - not for their benefit, but for ours. It’s
about time someone around here gave the paying customer some
consideration.
A fan

Where is Noah?
Last week’s MONTCLARION carried a story, the gist of which is
that MSC’s water supply may be inadequate in fighting a major fire on
campus. The story also related the opinions of several MSC apd state
officials concerning the matter. The fact that no one is really sure about
what’s going on and who’s responsible came to the fore.
It is apparent that the water supply may be crucial to the college’s
inhabitants should a fire erupt suddenly and spread to major
proportions. The Little Falls fire chief has allegedly notified the MSC
officials that the present system may be inadequate; but the
administration has passed off the charges as “ political,” all the while
admitting that they do not have the exact figures on the college either.
The point of the matter is not who’s to blame, or who’s calling who
wrong. Rather, there should be a concerted effort to have a test done to
see if the charges are accurate, followed by the necessary adjustments.
We not only urge, we demand that MSC take the steps necessary to
having this flow test taken for the safety of all involved.

R ich

Eide

Ignorance Outweighs Solutions
The triumph of the Democratic
party in the recent fall election was
largely attributable to the deepening
crisis of inflation. It seems to be
unfortunately true that the number
of solutions offered is in almost
direct proportion to the amount of
ignorance and confusion which exists
about inflationv
Until his death last year, one man
consistently had both the courage
and intellectual brilliance to oppose
those policies of the federal
government which are responsible for
inflation. For the past fifty years the
re d o u b te d
Austrian economist
Ludwig von Mises argued cogently
that the federal government was
responsible for inflation.
In essay after essay von Mises
dem onstrated
that
government
expansion of the money supply,
resorted to in order to finance deficit
spending, is the principal cause of
inflation.
PAY THE PRICE
Von Mises, never a sycophant of a
p a rtic u la r
political party
or
administration, was always concerned
with the attainment of economic
truths. He observed that if the vast

Guest

majority of a nations’ citizenry desire
a large array of federally financed
programs then these programs must
be funded in one of two ways. Either
they are financed by an increase in
taxation or by the creation of
additional paper currency.
Government programs, if funded
through increased taxation, do not
improve the quality of life for
Americans but only divert money
from the private to the public sector.
T hey
s u b stitu te
bureaucratic
judgement in spending money, in
place of the judgements of
individuals. If the government
chooses to finance its programs
through deficit spending it must
expand the money supply and the
result is inflation and higher prices.
IS THERE A CHOICE?
Von Mises observed that we have
only three options: a reduction in
taxes and government programs; an
increase in taxes if government
programs continue to proliferate or
the continuation of our present
inflationary spiral, which could lead
to a monetary depression.
The American people must be
prepared to accept higher prices,

higher taxes or a reduction in
government domestic programs. At
any rate, I urge those interested to
discard
the
demagogic and
vituperative writings of Karl Marx,
the misleading essays of John Keynes
and discover the genius of Ludwig
von Mises.

Thanks

To the Editor:
My husband and 1 would like to
thank Alpha Phi Omega and all the
participants at the Nov. 6 blood
drive. The 232 pints of blood raised
will be very useful and are very much
appreciated.
Again we say thank you to all.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nann

Spot

Radical Action Only Out
By Peter Fischl
The White House announces that
the US is finally in a recession. There
have been massive layoffs in many
job areas. Inflation is running
rampant. And the faculties of the
various state schools have the gall to
strike?
The professors should be damn
happy they’ve got a job, much less go
on strike for more money.
Solutions? Maybe every professor
who strikes should be fired. After all,
there are plenty of well-educated
men and women in New Jersey who
would jump at the opportunity to
teach in one of the state schools.

The state is under no obligation
to renew a professor’s contract.
Certainly this is not a violation of the
faculty’s right to strike. Let them
strike - but fire them.
Every student in every state

school pays tuition. The payment of
this money is in effect a contract
between the state and the students of
the various state colleges.
ONE CHOICE
A strike, denying the students
classes for which payment has
already been made is for all intents
and purposes a breach of contract.
Such a breach of contract must be
met with an immediate suit by the
students against the state.
Who’s going to foot the bill? The
SGA, of course. MSC has a legal aid
office; the lawyers provided by our
student government should suffice
quite nicely.
Another possibility, more radical
in nature, is that should there be a
tuition hike, no one should pay it. In
other words, next semester when
each student receives his or her bill
from school each student should send
in a check for the exact amount paid
the previous semester.
If this can be accomplished on a
large scale what's the state going to
do? Students have muscle and maybe
it's high time we start showing it.

To the Editor:
I am writing to express my
concern over your Nov. 7 editorial
concerning the faculty strike. In your
editorial, you state that “they (the
faculty) are asking for another wage
increase” and that the “faculty got a
raise last year” and are now asking
for more money.
This makes it sound as though the
faculty is imperiling the state budget
out of sheer greed. In fact, two years
ago the faculty was not granted any
wage increase. Last year, our increase
amounted to 6%, which as you may
have noticed (if you have to eat like
the rest of us) was less than the rate
of inflation for this past year.
If you can’t find it in your heart
to support such faculty demands as
the desire to feed our families, then
you can't really expect much faculty
support in return with respect to
legitimate student demands.
Isn’t it about time that we
stopped letting the state turn us
against each other and we fought
together for an end to dictatorial
state control and the neglect of
higher education in New Jersey?
Edward Aronow, Ph.D.
assistant professor, psychology
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Mike

Messina

SGA Urges Students to Look Out for Themselves
A t the time I am writing this
column a faculty strike has occurred.
The facts / am about to present to
you should still have credibility even
in the event that the strike has been
called off. I f the strike is still
progressing then m y column is
extremely important. I will try to
present the SGA's position on the
strike and give the reasons why.

We are of the firm belief that our
stand should be one concerned
exclusively with ourselves. We must
direct our efforts to protect and
project student rights and priveliges.
We have a right to the education we
pay for. We have the right to receive

credit for the time we put in.
MONKEY IN THE MIDDLE,
However, the students Of the state
of New Jersey are being victimized
by a political power struggle between
the American Federation of Teachers
(AFT). Now that a strike has
occurred, both parties are guilty of
relinquishing the responsibility and
obligation of providing the students
with an opportunity to receive a
college education.
The union has submitted their
demands to the state. The state has
requested a period of time to
consider its fiscal situation with a
commitment to respond to the union
at the earliest possible opportunity.

L il’s

W atchdog

Prior to the strike the state did not
discuss the union’s salary demands.
We feel the state’s position was
unreasonable. We urged that they
begin negotiations and reach a
solution as soon as possible. We can
no longer tolerate the attitude of a
state that lacks obvious concern for
its higher educational system.
DIVIDED INTEREST
Our teachers have unionized and
have presented their demands to the
state. We sympathize with the faculty
and their salary requests in this era of
inflation. However, we cannot
endorse a faculty walkout which
endangers and jeoporadizes our
education.
We as students are the consumer
AA AA A A A A A A A A A A A A A A

Early Detection of Breast Cancer
Lowers Mortality Rate for Women
By Lillian A. French
The recent surgery undergone by
Betty Ford and Happy Rockefeller
has focused the attention of millions
of American women on breast
cancer, its prevention and its cure.
However, college-age females are
rationalizing: “ Breast cancer usually
affects middle-aged women so why
should 1 worry?” But when breast
cancer strikes below age 30 it’s
usually more serious. It can kill you.
LOST TIME
Many young women don’t feel
they have to take preventive
measures. By the time they discover
that a lump is present the breast
cancer may be so far advanced that
the chances if recovery are greatly
reduced.

An American Cancer Society
(ACS) bulletin states that “despite all
efforts to date, there has not been
any great reduction in the mortality
rate in the past 35 years. However,
the survival rate is 85% when found
early.”

New Jersey will have 3800 new
cases of breast cancer in 1974; 1400
of these cases will be fatal. While
breast cancer remains the leading
cause of death among the middle
aged women, the ACS has turned its
attention to young women age 15

\s c p b /

Take the Stairs!
By Clifford Mitchem
and Ellen Oberhack
The Student Center Policy Board
(SCPB) is compelled to comply with
MSC President David W.D. Dickson’s
conservation program of 10% energy
cutbacks due to the college budget
and increased fuel prices.
The SCPB has recommended to
cen ter
d ire c to r Michael S.
Loewenthal that he issue a list
spotlighting areas of the building
where student use is reduced during
specific hours.
Lowenthal suggested closing The
Center Shop on Fridays at 4:30 pm,
delaying the Rathskeller’s Sunday
opening time to 6 pm, reducing
lighting by 10% and to limit elevator
use to all four floors
by
disconnecting the summoning switch
on all floors except the second.
FAIR DEAL
He also assured the SCPB that
these cutbacks will be in accord with
Dickson’s measures and will defer the
need for further energy reductions.
The SCPB representatives feel that
these suggestions are valid and will
not jeopardize student usage of the
center building greatly.
Some recent changes in center
policies have elicited
negative
reactions from student.
The cafeteria began a program to
ration sugar last week, in which
packets of sugar in excess of two per

cup of hot beverage would cost five
cents extra each. The reason for this
action is to cut down on sugar
wastage as sugar prices have
accelerated.
Many complaints were made that
extra sugar, napkins and plastic
utensils were found discarded on
tables and floor and trays were being
removed from the cafeteria and the
building.
A STITCH IN TIME
The SCPB urges all students to
conserve as much as possible their use
of condiments plasticware to prevent
further escalation of cafeteria prices.
This is our center and the SCPB is
fighting to keep prices down and to
increase services jto meet our growing
needs.
In addition, first floor lockers are
still being misused by individuals who
are “personalizing”them. The lockers
were designed for temporary daily
use and should be cleaned out each
evening. The SCPB will appreciate
your cooperation in this matter.
Suggestions in the “Gripe Box" at
the center information desk are still
coming in and the SCPB is
attempting to comply with as many
as possible. Continuous input is
encouraged but please be specific.
All students are welcome to
attend SCPB meetings, held each
Wednesday at 7:30 pm in the fourth
floor purple meeting room.

ana over. The society encourages
them to learn the techniques of
self-examination as a future health
habit.
IGNORANCE NOT BLISS
According to the ACS, the key to
fighting cancer is catching it before
it’s too late. If cancer is not detected
in its early stages it invades normal
tissue. It can also spread rapidly to
other parts of the body initiating new
growths knows as metastases.
Breast lumps, both benign and
malignant, can be found by touch. If
a woman discovers a lump or
thickening in her breast she should
see a physician right away.
The discovery may represent a
perfectly harmless condition. The
ACS reports that in fact most women
are told by their doctors: “ You have
no need to worry. Everything is fine.
But you were wise to see me as soon
as you did.” Only a competent
physician, however, can be sure of
the diagnosis.
These facts glare at most
college-age women and most of them
- stare blindly back. But a complete
annual physical by a capable
g y n e c o lo g is t
and
m onthly
self-examination can take a sizable
chunk out of the mortality statistics
in future years.

PROCEDURE
The ACS encourages every
woman over age 18 to practice the
following self-examination monthly.
It begins in the bathtub or shower.
Soap and water make skin surfaces
slippery and it’s easy to feel and
touch every part of each breast
gently. It can save your life. After all,
it’s what you don’t know that can
hurt.
For a more thorough check,
follow these simple steps:
1) Lie down. Put one hand behind
your head. With the other hand,
fingers flattened, gently feel your
breast. Press lightly. Now examine
the other breast in the same
manner...Remember to feel all parts
of each breast.
2) Now repeat the same
procedure sitting up, with the hand
still behind your head.

of education in the state of New
Jersey and feel that the faculty strike
is a hinderance and an impediment to
student interests and has detrimental
effects on our futures. The faculty of
our educational system are interested
in their own interests and have
constantly ignored student concerns
and interests. We cannot endorse a
faculty strike.

Where do we go? We demand that
both
parties come to terms
immediately.
We do not want a faculty strike.
We would like to see it averted at all
costs. Now that it has occurred we
must support and project our
autonomy and our concerns. We
must look out for ourselves because
no one else will do it for us.

Jerry Kolby

Red Tape Chokes Action
The Coalition Against Cutbacks
and Tuition Increases has been trying
to organize students to protest
against the Board of Higher
Education’s apparent intentions to
raise tuition, cutback student aid and
make an overall reduction in
programs at state colleges.
On Nov. 12, the coalition decided
to arrange for a bus to take students
to the Board of Higher Education
meeting in Trenton on Nov. 15. Later
that day a bill to provide for the bus
was introduced into the SGA
legislature. After some debate and
several amendments the bill was
passed. The next day a table was set
up in the Student Center so that
students could sign up for the bus.
LIMITS
SGA president Mike Messina
refused to allow the coalition to have
leaflets and petitions on the same
table as the sign-up sheets and he said
that no faculty members could go on
the bus.
Messina also stamped a few of the
sign-up sheets so that they would be
the only ones that were legitimate.
He also made the coalition write

“sponsored by the SGA” on every
leaflet concerning the bus.
All these actions were an obvious
move to take credit away from the
coalition and give it all to the SGA.
But the final blow to the coalition
was struck when Messina vetoed the
bill for the bus thus destroying all the
efforts of the coalition.
TRYANNY
, The SGA’s subversion of the
coalition and its supposedly apolitical
1 third party stance concerning the
teachers strike are two instances of
the SGA undermining student
political activities.
At a time when students are
complaining about apathy and
powerlessness we should be
undertaking an effort to change any
institution which stands in the way
of student efforts to improve any
aspect of our society.
Our current SGA bureaucracy has
thwarted political efforts of the
students and it is time for us to stop
being caught up in the political games
of the SGA and force them to
respond to student desires.

Guest Spot

The Name of the Game:
Blind Man’s Bluff
By Art Sharon
The old saying “violence is as
American as apple pie” is due for an
update. After reading about the
faculty strike and its effect upon
various individuals and organizations,
the above-mentioned phrase seems
ancient.
Something along the lines of
“apathy is as American as Monday
night
football” seems more
appropriate. This strike seems to have
generated as much interest as Liz
Taylor’s latest romance.
NO GO
In a strike one is faced with
basically two options: supporting the
strikers or supporting those the
strikers oppose. The SGA doesn’t
quite see it that way.
They have adopted a policy of
student advocacy. In other words
make up your own mind. When you
reach
your
private decision
concerning the strike the SGA will
back that decision.
What the SGA fails to realize is
that at a time like this the student
body doesn't need backing. It needs
and deserves leadership. In regards to
this strike, the SGA has failed to
provide any meaningful leadership.
The faculty won’t come out of
this strike smelling like a bed of roses
either. It was reported in the
MONTCLARION that of the 527
faculty members on campus only 223

bothered to cast a vote in the strike
authorization ballot. That is the
epitome of apathy.
If the SGA and the faculty seem
apathetic they are dwarfed by the
state. In case you haven’t noticed
there are more important things in
New Jersey than higher education.
Highways for example are very
important - so are race tracks and
gambling casinos. Education ranks
very low on the list of state priorities.
New Jersey also ranks a dismal 46th
in funding higher education.
Does this bother you? Not
enough, I’m afraid. The state is aware
of your apathy. Don’t be surprised
when tuition is raised to $500 next
year. The state doesn’t expect too
much reaction from its apathetic
students.
BLIND HORSE
Solutions? There are no easy
answers to complex problems. But
unless you as students become aware
of the atmosphere of apathy
pervading this campus don’t expect
any improvement in your situation.
You have to organize. Voice your
sentiments. Nobody knows how you
feel unless you speak out. And you
have to speak out in a loud voice. If
you don’t you might as well lie down
and make it easier for the state to
walk over you. It seems such a
shame, there are too many footprints
on your back already.
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New Bunuel Film Sure Surrealist Classic
B y Ed Garrison
"L a

Fantome De

La

Liberte"

(" T h e Phantom of Liberty") is the
latett creation of 74 year old Luis
Buñuel, in which he attacks society
for the various masks it hides behind
through the unique method of
comical contradiction.
We are presented with a series of
episodes in which Buñuel attempts to
show how both past and present
society is obsessed with enslavement
and afraid of freedom.
P E R H A P S T H E most hilarious
scene in the film is when the function
of eating and elimination are reversed
at a "dinner party." A couple enters
their friend's home and proceed to sit
on toilet bowls neatly lined around a
table, prior to their discussion on the
amount
of
excremental
waste
disposed of in one year. One of the
guests then heads for what appears to
be the bathroom but is actually a
small dining room for one person.
Four monks go to a nurses hotel
room to pray for her father who is
sick, at which time they tell her

"Sometimes faith succeeds where
science failed:" Then the next thing
we see is the monks and the nurse
sitting around a table, drinking and
playing poker for religious medals (" I
open with a virgin.")
These images and illusions are all
part of Bunuel’s style. He is known
for his use of surrealism as seen in
"U n
C h ie n
A n dalo u "
(" A n
Andalusian Dog” ) and " L 'A g e d 'O r ,"
two films in which he teamed up
with famous surrealist Salvador Dali.
" L E F A N T O M E De La Liberte"
is full of this surrealist imagery
throughout. We see Jean-Claude
Brialy in bed with his wife after a
discussion
with
his
daughter
concerning spiders and symmetry
(" I'm fed up with sym m etry!"), when
suddenly
a parade
of
diverse
characters and animal pass in front of
him. First there's a chicken, then a
female spy-figure, a mailman on a
bicycle who gives him a letter and
finally an ostrich.
In fact one can actually go down
the list picking out the various

cinematic techniques which make
this film great. Besides the excellent
c in e m a to g ra p h y
and
use
of
accelerated time sequences, Bunuel
uses dialogue to the absolute as
envinced in the episode of Jean
Rochefort and his "lost" daughter.
Through
some
tricky
rhetoric
Rochefort, his wife and the police
chief try to figure out what happened
to their daughter, who is in fact
standing there all the time. The
climax comes when the police chief
tells Rochefort " Y o u were right to
bring her. It helps us."
Things simply aren't what they
appear to be in this film . What
appears to be a quiet nightcap among
new friends turns out to be a
sadomasochistic exhibition by a
hatter from Nimes (Michel Lonsdale)
and his assistant.
W H A T A P P E A R S to be a class of

rookie policemen is really a gang of
low-mentality cops who steal each
other's books and pin paper dolls on
the
lecturers behind. We must
constantly deal with these illusions
throughout the film.
Bunuel's attack on society isn't
always "subtle" as it can also be very
swift and satirical at times. After
gunning down 18 people from the
Montparnesse Tow er, the sniper,
although being condemned to death,
is set free. Further adding insult upon
insult the murderer signs autographs
as he calmly departs from the
courthouse.
Not to be overlooked is the
excellent performance by Michel
Piccoli as a Prefect of Police. Piccoli
receives a mysterious phone call from
his sister who has in fact been dead
for four years, the results of this
phone call being quite interesting.

A S F O R past society, the film
opens during the time of the
Napoleonic invasion of Spain. After a
bloody evening of executions in a
church, a captain in the French army
(after crunching on some host wafers
from the altar) kneels to kiss the
statue of a woman, when suddenly
he's struck on the head by an
adjacent knight in armor statue.
Hurt, the captain wants the woman
in his bed, so he orders his men to
unearth her. T o everyone's surprise,
she turns out to be a Cinderella type
beauty.
Hopefully " L e Fantome De La
Liberte” will receive the recognition
that it deserves. Buñuel has made
another classic which really has a lot
to say about society for both the true
film buff and the average movie goer.
In his own words, "W e do not live
in the best of all possible worlds.”
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Brujo' lacks Vitality
By Scott Garside
Within the past few years there has been an increasing
interest in the category of country rock music. Artists such as Poco,
the Eagles, the Marshall Tucker Band, Linda Ronstadt, the Byrds
and the New Riders of the Purple Sage have brought attention to
this type of music with their lively, rollicking, uptempo and perhaps
even imitative styles.
The New Riders of the Purple Sage (commonly known as NRPS)
have become hot concert attractions and almost all of their shows
are sellouts in advance. The group's sixth album "B ru jo " (Columbia)
has just been released and unfortunately, it does not meet the
quality of NRPS's previous albums.
D E S P IT E A major personnel change with Skip Battin (formerly
of the Byrds) replacing bassist Dave Torbert, the album is
disappointing. Torbert was one of the catalysts of NRPS and his
songs illustrate his enthusiasm and vitality. Songs such as "California
D ay," "G rou pie," "G ypsy C ow bo y," "C ontract" and others all
contain the youthful, ambitious elements that characterized much
of the earlier NRPS material.
Battin is a competent musician
lacking. His songs lack the melodic
Torbert's music. Vocally, both
Torbert's ambitious and forceful

C O C K E Y E D C L E R G Y : In film director Luis Bunuel's surrealist imagination, four clergymen slip from prayer into a hot
poker game with a nurse in this scene from his latest work "L e Fantome De La Liberte ("T h e Phantom o f L ib e rt y " )."

Be Thankful

but his songwriting ability is
yet crude elements contained in
men are qualified but again,
voice is superior to Battin's

Thanksgiving

strained semi-off-key vocal approach.
"B ru jo " represents a collection of 11 songs and the album's
finest movements are contained on Bob Dylan's " Y o u Angel Y o u ,”
Jim Anglin/Johnny Wright's "Ashes of Love,” John Dawson's "O ld
Man Noll" and Skip Battin/Kim Fowley's "Singing C ow boy." The
latter is the only one of the four tunes penned by the Battin/Fowley
writing team which shows any signs of potential. The remaining

Give Thanks

Thanks a Lot

Return Thanks

Full of Thanks

Thanks to You

Many Thanks

Thanks

for the gifts of life and living
for friendship and giving
for fellowship and sharing

three lie in the realm of mediocrity.
JO H N D A W S O N , rhythm guitarist and vocalist, was the most
comprehensive writer for the group during the first three albums.
However, his three contributions here are scanty. "Instant
Armadillo Blues" and "Parson Brow n,"a story about the drowning
of a parson in a well by an unknown murderer, are adequate, but
hardly earth shattering. "O ld Man N oll," on the other hand, is
superior in terms of lyrics and music. ■
NRPS have always handled love songs with the most efficiencey.
Stunning four part harmony is prevalent on "Ashes of Love” and
the lyrics are typical of the early 1950's, the time at which the song
was written: "Ashes of love, cold as ice/You made the debt, I pay
the price/Our love is gone, there's no doubt/Ashes of love, the flame

<We Qive W u ikS
Cooperative Campus Ministers
Montclair State College

burns out."
Dylan's " Y o u Angel Y o u " is also handled splendidly on the new
album. Once again the vocal harmony is substantiated as the key to
this song's excellence. Also, the lyrics again deal with love: " Y o u
angel you/You've got me under your wing./ Th e way you walk, the
way you talk/l feel like I can almost sing./You angel you/You're as
fine as anything's fine./l just want to watch you talk/With your

Sister Francis Rose Jacoby
Christopher Wisdom
Rabbi Jeshaia Schnitzer
Rev. Reuel Kaighn
Rev. Richard Garcia
Rev. Thomas E. Davis

memory on my m ind."
" B R U J O " is an adequate attempt at a successful album,
especially with a new member holding an important role.
Nonetheless, it does not meet the standards set by past NRPS
albums, most notably " T h e Adventures of Panama Red,"
"Powerglide" and "G ypsy C ow boy."
■HUM
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By Lawrence Cohen
"O ne Flew over the Cuckoo’s
Nest” as presented by the MSC
players can be termed only as an
outrageous success.
Outrageous
because
as
one
entered the Studio Theater one
immediately noticed the dusty
backdrops that conveyed more of a
city slum effect than that of the
clinical atmosphere of a modern
health institution.
A S O N E takes his seat he is
immediately blocked from parts of
the stage by two obstructing pillars
that better serve as doors than as
windows through which the audience
must follow the constantly floating
focus of action.
The
props,
which
consisted
merely of a number of metal chairs
and a card table, cancelled the
possibility that the viewer may be
treated to a "spectacle."
So with two strikes against her
director Anita Khanzadian threw her'
group of amateur performers on the
stage, come what may. And what

came was a performance so complete,
so perfect, so spellbinding that even
the standing ovation that followed
the performance barely did justice to
its caliber.
T H E IN T R O D U C T IO N of the
uninhibited
McMurphy
(Steven
Black) on to a scene of "loonies"
who are dominated by the "big”
nurse Ratched (Sylvia Miranda) who
receives her sadistic pleasure from
torturing the inmates with their own
illnesses and the ensuing struggle that
follows for the dignity of the inmates
provides a story line so simple that it
captivates the audience for the entire
two-and-one-half hours.
The smooth blending of scenes
through blackouts and the speedy
turns of events from comedy to
conflict and finally to tragedy keeps
the audience absolutely mesmerized
throughout the production.
The intimate atmosphere of the
theater provided for a close personal
identification between the audience
and the inmates. The sympathies
became
so
acute
that when

M A O C Presents

Brahms
Requiem
E g m o n t Overture
The NEW SYM PHONY O R CH ESTR A of NEW YO R K
and
MSC CO N C ER T CHOIR

McMurphy jumped on the evil nurse
several people lifted from their chairs
with clenched fists.
S U R P R IS IN G L Y T H E lighting
effects proved to be quite adequate
to what was demanded by the mood
of the story. Through most of the
show the bland lighting provided no
distraction from the all-important
action on stage. But when an
impressive effect was called for
d u r in g
the
e le c tro -th e ra p y
punishment session it was again the
simple that won the day, a strobe
light provided the exiting scene with
the charge that was needed to make
the
audience
cringe
in
their
uncushioned seats.
But it was the complete and
convincing performances of each
individual on stage that set this show
apart from the "good" college
production
and
made
it
the
dominating success that it was.
Black played his role with total
abandon, showing perfectly the
excitement and frustrations that are
the crux of McMurphy’s stay in the
institute. As he hung from the wire
fence after his unsuccessful escape,
Black came across as the grinning
Christ figure that he was.
M IR A N D A IN her role as nurse
Ratched is the person that everyone
loves to hate. She came across
perfectly as the person who walks up
to you in a dentist office and says
"next." T o look directly into her
eyes instilled fear even in the
audience.

M O N TC LAR IO N /B lalse Dl Fedele
E Y E C O N T A C T : Nurse Ratched (Sylvia Mirandai confronts her new charge
McMurphy (Steven lack) as asylum guard Williams (Dominick Verducci) stands
as a silent sentinel in Players' current production of “One Flew over the
Cuckoo's Nest." Dale Wasserman's adaptation o f Ken Kesey's novel will give
performances tonight through Saturday at 8 p m with a matinee tomorrow at 2
pm in Studio Theater.
The "internees" led by Harding
(Dave Peterson) and Billy (Frank
Rodgers) lend intense realism to the
show. As the symbols of weakness
they never once broke character,

etsßtflß
PltiC E TO J oin ‘ L en n y ’ P ane I
Professor

Theodore

Price

of the English department
will
join a panel of celebrities to discuss
the new film "Le n n y" on the Barry
Gray radio program today at 10 pm
over station W M CA (57 am).
Others in the group that will join
host Gray are Julian Barry, author of
the stage play and screenplay of
"Le n n y," Albert Goldman, co-author
of the current best-seller "Ladies and
Gentlemen,
Lenny
Bruce"
and
Valerie Perrine, who plays Bruce's
w ife
opposite
co-star
Dustin
Hoffman.
Price said that the station
contacted him about doing the show
when they found out that "he taught
the course "T h e Satire of Lenny
Bruce"
here,
which
may
be,
according to Price, one of the few if
not the only course taught at any
college about Bruce’s humor.
NJ SYM PHONY DUE
The second concert of the New

Sun., Nov. 24
8 pm
Memorial Auditorium

A-1
TEM PORARIES:

Alicia deLarrocha
Pianist to Play with Sym phony

Tem ps
What’s Your Schedule?

FREE ADMISSION

Limited Seating
Please Request Tickets
MAOC Office, Memorial Auditorium
Studio 34, Music Building

Success in the face of odds may
be outrageous, but it was a satisfied
audience that gave "O ne Flew Over
the Cuckoo's Nest" the first in an
assured line of ovations.

Warehouse
Shippers
Laborers
Drivers

Need Extra Income?
Desire Work Day/Weeks?
Takes Action to Make $$
Register Today
No Fee
Hi Rates
115 Bloomfield Ave., Caldwell
288-1301

Jersey
Sym phony
Orchestra’s
six-concert Montclair series will take
place on Sat., Nov. 30 at 8:30 pm at
Montclair High School.
Associate conductor Jesse Levine
w ill
le a d
th e
o rch e stra .
Internationally known pianist Alicia
de Larrocha will be guest soloist.
The program will include "Night
on Bare Mountain" by Mussorgsky
and "Symphony in D m inor" by
Cesar Franck. The evening's highlight
w ill
be
a
performance
of
Rachmaninoff's "Piano Concerto No.
T w o " by de Larrocha.
Tickets, which cost $6.50 and
$5.50, and other information may be
obtained by writing the New Jersey
Symphony Orchestra at 150 Halsey
St., Newark, N J 07102, or by calling
624-8203.
P R E T T Y F A C E T O S H IN E
Michael Levine, one of New
Jersey's youngest and most promising
show business promoters, has lined
up the state's most popular rock
group "Another Pretty Face" at the
Capitol Theatre in Passaic in their
first major concert appearance on
Fri., Nov. 29 at 11 pm.
A lt h o u g h
not
o f f ic ia lly
announced, Levine's concert with the
group is thought to be their last
appearance before their awaited first
record album. The Capitol show, an
a ll-n e w
p ro d u c tio n
especially
mounted for the evening, is expected
to be put into tour form for stops all
over the US. Also included in the
show will be a special guest comedian
and a 1930's musical short film.
G e n e ra l
admission
tickets,
available and all Ticketron outlets
and at the Capitol Theatre box
office, cost $3.50. For further ticket
information call the box office at
778-2888.
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Congreve Revival Benefits
From Added Comic Touches
By Mike Finnegan
Comedy of words should always
be accompanied by comedic action
to accentuate and sustain humor.
William Congreve’s 1695 Restoration
comedy "Love for Love" is one of
words, full of satirical jabs at society
and witty epigrams on romance and
human nature, and it takes director
Harold Prince’s injections of comic
business that spark the current
revival, opening the New Phoenix
Repertory Company's 22nd season.
Call it a distance of language or
moral viewpoint but the age old story
of
stubborn
lovers
needs
an
occasional face lift, and though
keeping the production anchored in
its original period, Prince has peopled
his show with eccentric characters
that overshadow the plot.
E X A M P L E : IN a bit of cynical
sting left over from "Candide,"
Prince has an irreverent streetsweeper
p ro lo g u in g
the
p la y ,
who
perfunctorily
gets
pelted
with
garbage. What follows is a collection
of blustery mannerisms, romantic
interludes and busy eccentricities
that make the experience enjoyable.

Wastrel Valentine (Joel Fabiani)
attempts to secure his inheritance
from his gouty, disapproving father
(George Ede) and the headstrong
Angelica (Glenn Close) from her
m u d d le -h e a d e d
astrologer/uncle
Foresight (John McMartin). There are
problems: a pompous gigolo named
Tattle
(Charles
Kimbrough)
has
designs on Angelica, and Valentine's
gawky sailor/brother Ben (Peter
Friedman) has his eyes on Foresight's
sister-in-law, Mrs. Frail (Charlotte
Moore) but is paired against his will
w it h
F o re s ig h t's
bumpkinish
daughter Miss Prue (Marybeth Hurt)
who would rather have Tattle.
These are the tangles that a
comedy of mixups do make and
Prince takes care to embellish these
tangles (which really don't come into
focus until the second act, so the first
act is somewhat slow and wordy)
with comic accents.
T A T T L E B E C O M E S a mincing,
overloud
fop
who
daubs
his
handkerchief while spouting lines like
" I'm the most unfortunate man in
the world, and the most cruelly used
by the ladies!" In Kimbrough's

By Mark l esoro

TH E
ATM O SP H ER E
is very
much like a carnival. But what takes
place inside is somewhat of a

M c M a rtin 's
performance
as
Foresight is a masterful portrait of a
foolish old man that pokes fun at
astrology as well as the supposed
sageness of
age.
His jumbledy
delivery of lines, sentence fadeouts
and open-mouth expression make
him wonderful to laugh at. Friedman
makes Ben a coarse and bellowing
seafarer as at home on land as a
penguin in a swamp in a fine
portrayal. Munson Hicks as Jeremy,
Valentine's manservant, aptly shows
the wisecracking viewpoint of the
Cockney-spouting lower classes.
Where Prince falls short is in
leaving the major lovers essentially
colorless next to the surrounding cast
members. Fabiani and David Dukes
as friend Scandal are essentially
smart-mouthed young dandies, not
especially funny or endearing untii
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‘Candide'
Something quite different is in
store
for
the
theatergoer
in
"Candide," playing at the Broadway
Theatre. Here is something which is
both
exceptional
theater
and
exceptional entertainment.
It is apparent from the moment
one
enters
the
theater
the
conventional Broadway musical will
not be presented. A stand is set for
selling "Candide" souvenirs
and
there are balloons and free peanuts
scattered throughout the lobby.

hands, Tattle is a cackling, grandly
absurd figure, clucking about his
womanizing triumphs and in the
romance scene with Miss Prue (Hurt's
shrill performance in eyeglasses is
also quite fu nny), he hilariously
imparts one of the funniest guidelines
of love every written.

happening.
Th e production is staged as
theater-in-the-round, although there
is no one playing arena. Actors are
apt to pop in and out of numerous
places all over the theater, which is
especially re-constructed for this
production.
This however, is only one reason
for the uniqueness and enjoyment of
"Candide." The large cast interplays
d ir e c t ly
w ith
the
audience
(sometimes
even
handing them
costumes to temporarily hold), the
effect of which is delightful.
T H E P L O T can be summed up in
one phrase: "T h e adventures and

Valentine assumes the pretense of
madness.

underscores commentary songs by

D O U G L A S H IG G IN S ' set is sharp

Hugh Wheller and Paul. Gemignani
and the lute player is especially
impressive.

and dignified, from the over-hanging
cherubs to the high-walled iron gates
enclosing his split-stage platforms,
providing a staid backdrop to the
eccentric action. Ken Billington's
lighting creates an effective romantic
aura in a street scene of lovers' trysts
reminiscent of " A
Little Night
Music."
A
trio
of
musicians

In "Love for Love" at the Helen
Hayes Theatre, Congreve's w itty
words are there, but comic action's
the thing (witness the finale in which
the entire cast crams onto the stage,
bulging to the point of nearly falling
off) and though all is righted in the
end, it is fun getting there.

QmbemtBmpticnattB^peiiience
beaten
tribulations of Candide." Candide is
in love with the princess Cunegonde
but they have been separated and are
consistently trying to stay together.
In
each
charmingly staged
sequence throughout the show the
lovers fall in and out of danger in
search of some haven of peace and
safety.
Th e wily French genius Voltaire,
who wrote the book "Candide" in
the 16th century, adds some biting
satirical comments with humorous
dialogues and narrations. Particularly
funny are the scenes in which
Voltaire takes stabs at the Spanish
Inquisition.

W IL L IN G S T U D E N T S : Lewis J. Stadlen as Dr. Pangloss gives a lesson in the relative specific gravity of two bodies to
Deborah St. Darr as Paquette while Maureen Brennan as Cunegonde waits her turn in this scene from the current
Broadway musical h it "C andide,"playing at the Broadway Theatre.

M O O N L IG H T R E N D E Z V O U S : David Dukes and Ellen Tovatt enjoy one o f the
more romantic moments in the New Phoenix Repertory Company's current
revival o f William Congreve's "Love for Love ,” n o w playing at Broadway's Helen
Hayes Theatre through Nov. 30.

O N E T E N D S to think however,
much of the credit for this adaption
of "Candide" should go the wily
American genius of the 20th century,
director Harold Prince and also Hugh
Wheeler for his slick book adaption.
Prince and his cast and crew
create beauty, laughter, magnificence
and triumph with their skills in
production. This comes to light in
such scenes as the opening and
chorus numbers. Prince directs a large
cast,
most of
whom
portray
anywhere from four to six characters
with distinction.
Lewis J. Stadlen gives a magical
performance in such diversified roles
as: the stuffy Dr. Pangloss, the wacky
governor, the foppish Sage and so on.
His best though, is the comical Dr.
Voltaire.
A S V O L T A IR E , Stadlen creates a
unified and solid, realistic character.
His interpretation of the old doctor,
c o m p le te
w ith
aged
w alk,
antique-like gestures and creaky voice
is only missing wrinkles.
Stadlen's performance is magical
in
two
senses of
the word.
Descriptively it is brilliant in the way
he eases from one character to
another with perfect believability.
Literally it is magic because of the
way he manages to turn up in so
many different places in such short
periods of time.
Kelly Walters performed the title
role for Mark Baker who was absent.
Walters was absolutely stunning and
gave
a
remarkable
understudy
performance.
HIS F IN E singing voice, excellent
projection
and
constant
stage
presence easily made up for the
disappointment of Baker's absence.
Maureen
Brennan's
beautiful
o p e r a tic
vo ice
and
fu n n y
characterization are other important
assets to the show. Her flighty
portrayal of the princess Cunegonde

is indeed enjoyable and reminds one
of an old Mabel Normand movie.
June Gable is wonderful in the
role of an aging crone with only one
buttock. Her outstanding gift for
comedic acting is clearly displayed in
her Yiddish gypsy characterization.
Her character is well developed and it
appears
certain
much
careful
planning
goes
into
each
line,
movement and action.
T H E O N L Y disappointment of
"Candide" is its music. Though the
Leonard Berstein pieces flow nicely
throughout the show, none of them
are particularly memorable.
Th e rest of the staff, however,
outdo themselves and are above
reproach. Considering the setup of
the theater "Candide" is performed
in, such things as choreography and
lig h tin g
m ust
be
especially
challenging.
Patricia Birch, who is easily the
female
counterpart
to
Gower
Champion, proves again to be a
w orthy choreographer. Her staging of
the
dance
and
movement
in
" C a n d id e "
are
masterpieces.
Especially outstanding are such
company numbers as "A u to Da fe
(What A D a y)" and "B on Voyage."
T H A R O N M U S S ER is applauded
for her perfect lighting design. She
illuminates scene after scene into
proper mood.
Th e very credible settings and
costumes of Eugene and Franne Lee,
respectively, also fit the production
like a glove. Their Spanish-Carribean
sequences are marvelously colorful
and enchanting.
Yet
another
piece
of fine
craftmanship is produced by Robert
Maybaum
in his superb sound
techniques.
IN T O T A L "Candide" is a first
place bet for proving good inventive
theater not gone. If anything it has
improved even more.
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M SC Rivals
By Rich Keller
P H I L A D E L P H I A - In first round
action of the N C A A University
Division 1 Soccer Championships
(Delaware, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
d is tric t),
Philadelphia
Textile
University, ranked fifth in the nation,
de fe a te d
F a irle ig h
Dickinson
University 4-2, at Temple Stadium,
Sunday afternoon.
A few weeks ago, that same F D U
squad, carrying a 9-0 record, came to
MSC's battleground at Brookdale
Park and went home on the winning
side of a 2-1 score.
With the Tribe pocketed, the
Knights climbed from 20th to 13th
place in the national rankings and
were looking toward their next game.
The match-up was to be with Adelphi
University, another nationally ranked
school. The result was an 8-1 Adelphi
trouncing and the loss of FD U 's
ranking. The Knights saw all the hope
of any ranking fly out the window
after
their
1-1
deadlock with
Bridgeport University in the next
game.

W in

to grab the lead, but it finally did at
21:56, as Elson Seale dented the net
to make the score 2-1.
Four minutes later, F D U tied the
score for the second time on a Carlos
Merchan goal.
Russell completed his hat trick
with goals at 28:57 and 37:47, to put
the game away for the Rams.
" N A T U R A L L Y , H E A D coach
Glasgow
and
the
team were
disappointed with the loss, but they
were not disappointed with the way
they played,” stated Horwitz.
He continued, "After that first
period, Textile's coach looked white.
They won the game, but they
expected to blow us off the field.
After the game was over. Textile

in Post-Season

knew that we came to play,” Horwitz
concluded.
This past season was termed as "a
rebuilding year" for the Knights.
With only three spots being vacated
due to graduation, FD U 's record
could improve next year, but its big
problem will be finding an incoming
freshman good enough to fill the now
empty goal mouth.
Philadelphia
Textile
(15-1-1)
should be stronger than ever next
season. Textile has sophomores
Russell and Seale, who provided most
of the offensive punch for this year’s
squad, with 20 and 21 goals,
respectively.
,
Textile will play Bucknell U and
the winner of that confrontation will

fa c e
the
w in n e r
of
the
Howard-Clemson match. After the
dust settles, the squad that is king of
the hill will go to St. Louis for finals
competition.

The Pioneers out-muscled New
Jersey
State
College
Athletic
Conference opponent Kean College,
2-0, to cop the Metropolitan (N .Y . N .J.)
Eastern Collegiate Athletic
C o n fe re n ce
C e n tra l
R e gio n
Championship. WPC got to the finals
by defeating Marist College (N Y ),
4-0. Kean squeezed by Hunter
College (N Y ), 2-1.

'T H E R ICH get richer and the poor
get poorer’ may seem to be an
appropriate way to end this article,
but in actuality, though the rich
(Textile)
could conceivably get
richer, the poor (F D U ) will spend the
next nine months priming themselves
for next season.

T S C edged Newark College of
Engineering 2-1, in the opening
round of N C A A University Division 3
Soccer Championships. The Lions
will face Brockport State College
(N Y )
in the second round of
competition Saturday. The winner
will go to the national finals.

In action closer to home, two
conference foes, William Paterson
and Trenton State were both winners
in
their
respective
post-season
matches.

THISCARDOPE

F D U M A N A G E D to split their
remaining two games and because of
its overall performance and its 11-2-1
record,
got
seeded
fourth
in
post-season play.
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...YOUR FACULTY or STUDENT IJ).
CARD GIVES YOU "HOUSEHOLD'S"
WORLD of SAVINGS” CARD!

TR Y YOUR LOCAL DEALER FIRST!!!
He might have SUPER - SPECIALS almost this good for only 20% more

CAR TAPE SPECIAL
THE NUMBER ONE NATIONAL BRAND
W HICH W E CAN'T SH O W A T TH IS PRICE!!!!

8 TRACK WITH FM STEREO
•
•
•
•
•
•
CAR LO S M ERCHAN
F D U Coal Scorer
"T h e y had nothing to lose and
everything to gain," FD U sports
information director Jay Horwitz
said of the Knights during a recent
phone interview.
" A ll
the
pressure was on
Philadelphia
Textile'"
continued
Horwitz. "Th e y took us for granted."
It seemed that way, as the F D U
defense stifled the Rams' scoring.
Though they could only muster one
goal themselves (Ruben Molinares;
1 46 left), the Knights led at the half,

$75.61
HEADPHONE RIOT
PRICES BELOW WHOLESALE

L

(While they last)

KOSS PRO 4AA
O U R PRICE

$33.97

T o strengthen its defense, F D U
placed one of its halfbacks in the
fullback position and thus had fo jr
fullbacks around the goal. Though
this tactic was successful in the initial
period, the Rams ended their scoring
drought 2:00 into the second half
when Dale Russell netted the first
of his three goals, knotting the score,
It took Textile nearly 19 minutes

TOP QUALITY PHONO CARTRIDGE

PICKERING XV15/400E
•
•
•
•

Output 5.5M V at 5.5CM/SEC.
Response 10-25,000 HZ
Has 0.7 M il Elliptical Stylus
Features Dustamatic Brush

**«:

$16.95

. * y y

BSR 260 AX RECORD PLAYER
• Full Size Platter
• Cue and Pause Control
• Anti-Skate Control
• ShureM -81 Magnetic Cartridge

TWO JENSEN #1 SPEAKERS
• 8 " Coaxial Speaker

SYSTEM BREAKDOWN
Sherwood S-7050 ........ $174.95
BSR 260 AX .................... 81.80
Jensen #1 Speakers . . . 84.00
Total Regular Price

3S4&r7sl

I I
O UR W HOLESALE PRICE

$ 217.81
f o r th is c o m p le te syste m

You and Your Family Can Also Save On: Televisio n and Radios, Stereo
Components, Furniture, Carpeting, Calculators, Bedding, Jewelry, Sewing
Machines— 'New Cars, 'T ir e s , ‘ Car Service— 'C A L L (201) 227-6828.

HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE CENTER
MAIN SHOWROOM

BRANCH SHOWROOM

20 PASSAIC AVENUE
FA IRFIELD , N. J. 07006
(201) 227-6808

73 LAFAYETTE AVE. (RTE. 59)
SUFFERN , N. Y.
(914) 357-6928

Hours (Fairfield Only)

OUR
W HOLESALE PRICE
r e g u l a r p r ic e : *

« y

• W a lnut Grained Wood Case Included

• W a lnut Grained Enclosure

AMERICAS #1 SELLING HEADPHONES

1- 0 .
H O R W IT Z P R A IS E D the " D "
exhibited by F D U . " I t had to have
been the best 45 minutes of defense
they we've played all year."

• 10 + 10 W atts RMS @ 8 OHMS
• Direct Coupled Am plifier
• FET Front End

Compact Size w ith FM Stereo
Illuminated Track Indicator
Radio O n/O ff Switch
FM Stereo/Mono Switch and Stereo Indicator
F.E.T. and I.C. Front End
I.F. A m plifier
O U R W HOLESALE PRICE
REG ULAR PRICE

REGULAR P R IC E 'i^ rO Q :

SHERWOOD S7050 STEREO AM /FM RECEIVER

Mon.
Tues.
Wed.

9-9
9-6
9-6

Th u rs.
F ri.
Sat.

Hours (Suffern Only)
9-9
9-6
9-4

Mon.
Tues.
Wed.

9-6
9-6
9-6

Th u rs.
F ri.
Sat.

9-9
9-9
9-4

HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE C ENTER provides you with the lowest prices in
the area— Largest Se'ection— 30 day exchange privilege if any compo
nent is found defective.

IF YOU DO NOT HAVE YOUR "WHOLESALE PRIVILEGE CARD" BRING YOUR 10 CARO TO OUR SHOWROOM AND WE WILL ISSUE YOU A CARD
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N JSC A C Cage Race Should Be Tight
By Bob Scherer
The New Jersey State College
A th le tic
Conference
basketball
outlook for the upcoming season
appears to be a race to the finish,
with no one team showing signs of
clear dominance.
All
six
opponents
in
the
conference have lost key players due
to graduations or other reasons,
however, MSC has probably suffered
the least by losing only one starter,
the multi-talented Jim Rake. Jersey
City State and Trenton State were
hurt most by graduations, each losing
three starters.
Last year, Jersey City State won
the title handily with an impressive
9-1 conference total. But this year,
there probably w on’t be the large
disparity between first and last as was
the case a year ago. JC SC has lost
much
of the team that was
responsible for their sup'-'iority last

Come and Browse

Open Door
Bookstore
Mostly Paperbacks
Rental Library
Ordering, Wrapping
Mailing Services
326 N. Fullerton Ave.
O ff Watchung Avenue
In Montclair

746-7535

season,
while
Kean
has some
promising newcomers that should
help improve upon their record.
With the opening tap less than
two weeks away, it looks to be a
competitive conference race with
each team possessing an outside
chance for the title, and no one team
a definite favorite.
Here's
the
M O N T C L A R IO N
assessment of each MSC conference
foe, listed in the order of strength.
W IL L IA M P A T E R S O N (3-7, 10-15)
The Pioneers have lost two
starters from last season, but have
several promising newcomers for first
year Coach John Adams to work
with and are going to provide worthy
opposition in the N JS C A C .
Th e freshman head coach has
made it known that he plans to
shuffle players in and out frequently,
using nine players regularly who are
likely to wear down opponents.
BobJurgenson and John Walenza
are probable starters at the forwards,
with 6-6 Brian Wagner and 6-5 Larry
Dorsey, two
strong rebounders,
sharing the center position.
In the backcourt, Ken Brown, a
6-2 junior is a definite starter while
three others, Bruce Iverson (5-10),
Jay DeYonker (6-1) and George
Stefcik, a freshman, will share the
duties as Brown's backcourt partner.
Another player that Adams is
impressed by is Rod Daniels, a 6-3
senior who will be used as a sixth

man, in WPC's game plan that will
emphasize defense.
J E R S E Y C I T Y S T A T E (9-1, 20-5)
Despite the loss of three starters
from last year’s Gothic squad, the
two-year NJSCAC champs appear to
have enough depth to be a strong
contender again.
John Celantano, To m Lollicato,
and
Joe
Waskiewicz
have
all
graduated, but JSC still has six
returning lettermen. Among them,
are two sure starters.
Mike Markowski, a 5-11 junior
will fill one guard spot and 6-5 senior
forward Lou Wejnert will definitely
be up front.
A t the other guard position, Steve
Fedowitz, a 6-2 senior, and .5-10
fre s h m a n
P h il
Sharkey
are
challenging one another for the
backcourt starting role. But Jerry
Bruno, Bob Malachowski and Mike
Cunningham will all be ready and
willing to fill in at guard off the
bench.
A c c o m p a n y in g
Wejnert
at
forward will either be Mike Mangini
(6-5), Edison Cooper (6-5) or Rich
Cosgrove (6-6).
Kevin Leonard, Rocco Marotti,
Carl McNeil and John Moretti round
out a JCS squad that looks to be a
top threat.
T R E N T O N S T A T E (6-4, 15-9)
The return of senior guard Bob
Bobiak, an All-Conference starter.

together with the return of junior
Lee Green promises to give the Lions
an
experienced
and
talented
backcourt. Bobiak is an excellent
ballhandler and leader while Green is
a fine shooter and rebounder.
However, they may not be
enough for T S C because of the loss
of three starters from last season's
team.
Roger Bigos, Bob Godsey and
Bob Hutchinson are all gone and
Coach To m McCorry is faced with
the prospect of rebuilding this year.
At
center, 6-6, 215,
Leon
Sumpter appears to have the job,
though he is getting competition
from 6-4 Dickie Johnson, who is a
good jumper.
The
forward
positions
will
probably be occupied by junior Steve
Stutski,
an
inexperienced
but
nonetheless good shooter, and 6-6
S te ve
S h e a re r,
a
promising
rebounder.
Coming in off the bench the
Lions will have senior T o m Wiley
(6-4, 200) and backup guard Charlie
DiPalo (5-10, 150) .
G L A S S B O R O S T A T E (6-4, 17-9)
With the loss of their two top
scorers of last year, it figures to be a
questionable season for the cagers of
GSC.
Dom Carrera, the two-year All
Conference star who was the fourth
highest scorer in the school's history
is gone through graduation. This
coupled with the loss of Bruce
Wilson, another high scorer, will
make the task of bettering last year's
second place finish in the N JS C A C a
difficult one for Coach Jack Collin's
boys.

"W e
should
be
a
fairly
competitive team, but we are
inexperienced at some positions. Our
bench will give us some quality depth
with some very fine players," the
head coach mentioned.
Th e Profs starting unit looks to
have 6-4 Dennis Flaherty at one
forward spot and diminutive Billy
Wise at a guard position. Their
two-center offense will consist of
seniors Mike Smith (6-5) and John
McCorkle (6-8).
Sophomore Greg Ackler and
junior Mike Goode look to be the
two who will battle for the remaining
position.
K E A N C O L L E G E (1-9. 10-14)
Coach Dave Dean is relying on
speed and quickness to carry his t
squad this year to a N JS C A C record
that
he
hopes will
be more
respectable
than
last
season's
cellar-dwelling finish of 1-9.
Th e loss of John Marques, a 6-7
star during his freshman year, was a
severe blow to Kean's hopes for a big
season. Marques is out of school this
year and this leaves Kean with a
relatively small contingent of players
with regard to size.
Jack Warner, a six-footer will start
at one guard position, while senior
Lenny Hill, 6-2, has clinched a
forward spot, along with 6-3 Charlie
Foreman.
Joining this trio will be freshman
George Mueller and Willie T ro y , who
should supply rebouding strength,
and Owen Tom kins, a 6-2 guard who
can also play up front.
According
to
Dean,
Kean's
success will depend upon their speed
and quickness.

Devils to Ploy
W ith Xmas Sp irit
b y John Delery
Where will you be able to find
more traffic jams than in the
harrowed parking lots of Montclair
Stafe? The answer to this question
can be found on Wed., Dec. 4 when
the Jersey Blue Devils roll in to meet
an MSC all-star team in another
wheelchair basketball game. The
Devils who have won the first two
contests 53-46 and 75-46 will be led
in by their star Mike Lioni who has
scored 50 points in the two games.
The event which will be held at
Panzer G ym beginning at 7:30 pm
will unite the members of the faculty
and the Class One organizations with
the proceeds going to the Devils (a
team of paraplegics and amputees)
and various charities that the Student
Intramural and
Leisure Council
(S IL C ) deem w orthy, such as the
American
Cancer Society.
" In
keeping
with
the
meaning of
Christmas we want to give the money
we make to a worthwhile charity,"
S IL C
president Stu
Richter
explained. "We're not out to make a
profit on this one."
The Devils made their debut on
campus last December and romped to
a 53-46 win behind Lioni's 26 points.
Spotting the MSC contingent 40
points at the outset you only need a
first grade math course to know that
the MSC team scored only three
buckets on their own.

T H E Y C A M E back later in the
spring and stuck it to the baseball
team 75-56. This time the MSC squad
took the lead 5-0 without taking a
shot but only because the Devil's
spotted them five points a quarter to
help them along. Coach Don Mac
Kay led the Indians with 10 points
while Lioni put on another one man
show of his own. Dazzling the crowd
with behind the back passes and
some unbelieveble moves to go along
with his game high 24 points.
This time though Richter hopes
things will be different. “We're out to
seek revenge for those two losses and
in general just give them a game," he
noted.
T H E T E A M will be made up of
members of all the Class One’s who
want to send someone. So far C L U B ,
BSCU, the Yearbook, Mac Kay and
McKinley Boston have accepted.
S ILC members will make up the rest
of the squad if not all Class One
representatives show up.
Admission for this contest will be
50 cents for students and $1 for
adults. S ILC members will also be
setting up a concession stand for the
game serving baked goods and coffee.
Tickets will be on sale Mon., Dec.
2 through the 4th, at either the S IL C
office in the Student Center fourth
floor, the first floor of the Center
from 10 am to 3 pm or at the door.

(

Profs take NJSCAC
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You Can't Keep Three Good Men Down
composed coach claimed, "We came
to play."

By Hank Gola
G L A S S B O R O — Clary Anderson
had three prime objectives for Friday
night's key matchup with Glassboro
State.
Contain Robbie Reid (Glassboro
State leads, 7-0).
Bottle up Marty McLaughlin and
his trio of ace receivers (Glassboro
State leads 14-0)
tllllflllllllllllllllllM IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIN IIM IIIIIIII

MSC
GSC

0
0

0 6
14 3

0
13

6
30

G SC - Reid 48 run (Antoninl kick)
G SC - T a y lo r
40
pass
from
McLaughlin (Antoninl kick)
GSC - G F Antoninl 24
MSC - Haddad 1 pass from Hugger
(pass failed)
GSC - McLaughlin 8 run (kick failed)
GSC - Reid 4 run (Antoninl kick)
,IIIIIIIIIIIIIIS IIIIIH IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Keep Dom Anton ini out of field
goal range (Glassboro State leads
17-0).
TH E R E
W AS
a 17-0 Prof
third-quarter bulge. There was the
bull of a 30-6 G SC win. There was
the outright New Jersey State College
Athletic Conference grid crown, the
first ever for Glassboro State.
And surprisingly, all winning
coach Rich Wacker could say after
the win was, "It's a new experience
for us and we’re quite elated." Then
after accepting some glad hands, the

That they did, and they played
around with good field position for
most of the first half, until the shifty
Reid finally broke one with about
11:00 left in the second quarter. The
Profs had just taken a punt at the
MSC 48, and wasted little time in
using Reid, who would later set the
G SC career rushing mark.
The junior scatback took a
pitchout on the first play, headed
around a deserted right side, and
danced, dodged and broke three
tackles en route to the endzone.
Antonini's powerful toe made it 7-0,
a lead the Profs could have afforded
to sit on.

excellent
scoring
opportunities.
Early, the Tribe moved to the 35 but
Ray Vander May fumbled after a
sizable gain. Then Don Mattucci and
Speedy Montez had three steps on
Brian Raditz on two separate
occasions with goal-line in mind,
excuting neat fly patterns toward the
left corner. But Hugger underthrew
both times and Raditz recovered in
time for two interceptions.

B U T T H E Y went right to work
the next time they had the ball.
McLaughlin hooked up with Pete
Castner for 19 yards, Greg Francis
bulled for nine and Charlie Taylor
beat Daryl Collins to leave himself
wide open for a 40-yard T D hookup
with McLaughlin.
And while the Profs were building
up that 14-0 halftime advantage, the
Tribe's
offense
was sputtering,
usually bottled up in its own end.
Craig Hugger, MSC’s record-setting
quarterback had early problems. The
Indian receivers were there but
Hugger's passes weren't.
Hugger moved MSC within Prof
territory three times but missed some

Slate, Injuries

*******

Press M atm en
By John Delery
When you
are at the top
seemingly the only place you can'go
is down. Yet the Montclair State
wrestlers, winners of last year's
Metropolitan Championships with a
record 166 points and a third place
finish in the National's are setting
their sights even higher this season.
Scheduling such powerhouses as Iowa
State University, Iowa University and
last year's N C A A University Division
runnerup University of Michigan, the
Tribe is in for a tough '74 campaign.
Tuning up for their opener against
East Stroudsburg State next Tuesday
the Indians took the first two
seconds and a third in finishing fifth
in the Central Jersey Wrestling
Tournament held last Saturday at
Trenton State. Greg DiGiacchino
(158) was the lone champ while. Bob
Woods (167) and Jeff Joostema
(177) were runnersup and Ed Psota
(H W T ) finished in the show position.
Bringing only 20 of 35 wrestlers
because of assorted injuries Coach
Larry Sciacchetano was only using
this nreet as a "conditioner for the
long season ahead."
A V O ID IN G INJURIES may be
the biggest problem far the Trive as
they go up against certainly the
toughest slate in MSC history and
more than
likely the toughest
schedule in the East.
Right now, four of their top
wrestlers are on the sidelines nursing
injuries of all sorts. Nabil Guketlov,
(126) who was 41-1 last year, will be
out at least three more weeks with
torn tendons in his knee and Paul
Siegel, who is counted on to go at
118, has a chronic shoulder problem.
"H e has no pain at this moment,"
Sciacchetano explained. "B u t we
*vant to give it time to heal." Dante
Caprio (167), a Lehigh transfer has a

"Those
hurt
us,"
reflected
Anderson. "Th e y were endzone
passes and a better-thrown ball would
have meant a touchdown. They can
say that it was a 30-6 game and
those scores would't have meant
much, but 19 points in the first half
would have helped."
"H U G G ER
W AS
emotionally
dow n," Anderson explained. "There
was a death in his family the night

severely bruised shoulder and will
hopefully be ready for next Tuesday
and freshman Steve Caldwell (177)
pulled muscles in his stomach and
will be missed for about two weeks.
Inexperience may also play a key
role h how the Indians stack up
against this array of teams. Raturning
are only two seniors (Guketlov and
John
Reid)
and
two
juniors
(DiGiaochino and Siegel). The rest of
the squad is made up of sophomores
and freshman.
"We have alot of talent on this
team but we don't know how good
our guys are just yet," Sciacchetano
noted. “ We haven't been aggressive
and physical like we will have to be
later on. We won't be able to finesse
any of our opponents. If we are going
to beat them we'll do it by being
tougher and more physical then they
are," Sciacchetano went on.
G O N E F R O M this year's squal are
the likes of Ed Alber (118) a
two-time Nfet champ, Craig Spencer
(134) also a two-time Met winner
now head coach at Union College,
Oscar Zavala (158) twice a Met
runnerup and Steve Strellner (177)
again a winner of the Mets two year's
running.
But this season, new comers
Vinnie Tundo (134) and Caprio,
veterans Guketlov, DiGiaochino, Bob
Woods amd Reid plus freshmen
Richie Numa and Caldwell should be
enough to impress any team the
Indians go up against.
" It will take five or six great guys
to get us through this schedule and
the Nationals but we have that."
Sciacchetano remarked. Even with
t h is
a b u n d a n ce
of
ta le n t
Sciacchetano still conduces that it
will be "a helluvan achievement to
finish over .500."

^ •'i.
M O N TC L A R IO N /Je ff Sanders
W IT H S E E M IN G L Y nothing but open spaces in front of him Montclair State's
Dennis Gunn takes off with a Craig Hugger aerial during action between the
Indians and Glassboro State last Friday night at John Page Field. Hugger
completed 15 such passes but couldn't connect for the big ones as the Profs
won 30-6, taking the N JS C A C title along the way.

before, and his family wanted him to
go on and play in the game. But he
just wasn't mentally prepared."
Th e Indians weren't prepared to
deal with GSC in the second half
either. Anderson made some changes
in the lockeroom, such as spreading
Montez out wide, and trying to open
up the middle but they still had to
play catch-up football.
"O u r running game hasn't been
the same since (Jim ) Gwathney was
hurt," noted Anderson. “ It's put a
lot of pressure on (R ay) Vander May
who used to counter up the middle.
So we tried to have Montez spread
them out and we ran a couple of
quarterback draws. They stopped the
draw
and after a couple of
receptions by Montez, they put
another man on him too."
Th e Tribe's first series in the
second half stalled after three plays
and G SC took over at the MSC 48.
Antonini boomed his field goal
eleven plays later.
T H E IN D IA N S finally got on the
board two possessions later, when
four Hugger completions and a pair
of big penalties sparked a 46-yard
drive. Hugger found Bob Haddad for
a one-yard T D pass.
But Glassboro took the kickoff
and moved 69 yards for an insurance
score with
McLaughlin
keeping
around his left end for the T D . Ried
rounded out the scoring in the fourth
period with a four-yard scamper.
" I t hurts," Anderson admitted.
"We never had lost the conference
and the season had started out very
promising."
And
so there's
next year,
something offensive coach
Don
MacKay is already looking forward
to.
"When August 25 rolls around,
see what we've got, and start again."

we won t take you
W ith a lot of talk and jazz about list prices, sale prices, special deals,
free gifts, and then h it you w ith inflated shipping and set up charges on
a new motorcycle.
Corfipare the prices on the bottom line before you buy. Also keep in
mind warranty service and adjustments and you'll see why we've been
selling and servicing motorcycles fo r 21 years.
So visit our showroom soon and if you'd like, test drive one of our
many new bikes, but if you want to be taken fo r a ride, don't look at us.

Stop by and see our huge showroom and choose from hundreds
of 1975 BMW's, Bultacos, Hondas, Rickman Metisses, Triumphs and Yamahas.

Service

With eighteen years of experience, our ten bay Cycle-analysis
Room, our complete Engine Room and our team of factory-trained mechanics, we
can take care of any problem that may arise with your bike.

P arts

We have on hand $155,000 worth of parts in our inventory. If we
don't have it, chances are the distributor doesn't either. We also carry a complete
line of accessories for all types of motorcycles.

Motaboutique

Choose from our complete line of Bell and Buco
helmets, Wheels of Man,- Beau Breed, and T o p Gear leathers, Full-Bore and T o p
Gear M X Boots, " T " shirts, sweat shirts, Moto-Cross Shirts and even jewelry.
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Cagers On Edge for ’74
grows.

and Sm ith."

You've heard of going from
one extreme to the other? T ry
this on for size. MSC's varsity
basketball squad will open its
season in the plush, modern
Mid-South Coliseum when they
battle the Tigers of Memphis
State. They will play their next
to last game versus conference
foe Jersey City State in the cold,
damp, god-forsaken Jersey City
A rm ory.

"W e have a squad which man
for man has as much team speed
as any opponent they will face,”
Gelston examined.
T H E IN D IA N S will be led by
senior captain Larry Hughes, a
6-5 forward from Bogota. The
point guards, an important cog in
MSC's balanced attack, will be
directed by 5-10 sophomore
John Oakes and 6-1 junior Barry
Smith.

With last year's court general,
J im
Rake,
lost
through
graduation, it was thought that
K im
Fischer,
a
would-be
sophomore would fill Rake's
shoes, but
Fischer, who had
been primed for the takeover,
left
school
for undisclosed
reason.

Tribe head mentor Ollie
Gelston is preparing his team for
the '74-'75 campaign and as the
opening confrontation draws
nearer,
Gelston's excitement

Gelston commented on this
aspect of the Indians game. "Th e
point guards must 'quarterback'
the team on the floor and I have
they type of personnel in Oakes

By Jim Finaldi

The
front
line, with a
mixture of experience and youth
will have sophomore center John
Manning returning for his second

Th e Gregory ( Gelston
is
referring to is 67 junior Darryl
Gregory, a transfer who is being
counted on to fit smoothly into
the Indian machine.

Rounding out the backcourt,
MSC will play versatile senior
Chuck Holland at guard-forward.
The sharpshooting performer
from North Plainfield will be
expected to improve his 14.6
point average of last season.
Y O U T H W IL L
be mixed
with returning veterans in the
person of 6-2 sophomore Gene
Jimenez,
a guard who
in
Gelston's opinion "can do many
things on the court with the
poise of a veteran."
"Sophomore
James
Reid
(6-4)
and
freshman
Keith
Murray (5-11) will give us extra
speed, varied size and depth,"
Gelston continued.

«

season in the pivot spot. Though
injured and not able to play the
early part of the season. Manning
will be missed, but Gelston
states that I have a capable
performer in Gregory."

AN O TH ER
R E T U R N IN G
vet is 6-5 Jeff Auerbacher. "Jeff
will again be crucial to the
success of our 'inside game’,"
Gelston stated.
Senior Pat Hagan will be a
stallwart underneath in the
battle for rebounds, along with
6-5 freshman Tyrone Sherrod
who in the opinion of Gelston
"can beat any opposing player

O L L IE G E L S T O N
Mixes Youth and Experience

one on one in a drive to the
hoop."
Junior
Ken
Zoppa, 6-5
center-forward will fill out a
front line with experience, speed
and an abundance of scoring
power.
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Basketball Schedule

R E A C H IN G H IG H for the ball is Montclair State forward Larry Hughes during
action last year against Glassboro State. This year the Indians are setting their
sights even higher (schedule wiseI as they prepare to tackle the Memphis State
Tigers Nov. 30 at the Tiger's Tennessee home court. Mid-South Coliseum. The
Tribe will return home then trying to improve last season's 12-13 record.

Nov. 30 at Memphis State
Dec. 3 at William Paterson
Dec. 9 Kean
Dec. 14 at Trenton State
Dec. 18 Fairleigh Dickinson
Dec. 27 Christmas Tournament
Jan. 2 Jersey City State
Jan. 4 at Bloomfield
Jan. 9 at Delaware
Jan. 11 at Ramapo State
Jan. 14 Glassboro State
Jan. 18 East Stroudsburg State

Jan. 23 at Kean
Jan. 25 at Mt. St. Mary’s
Jan. 29 at Monmouth
Jan. 31 at Pace
Feb. 1 Ramapo State
Feb. 5 Trenton State
Feb. 8 at Glassboro State
Feb. 12 Newark/Rutgers
Feb. 15 William Paterson
Feb. 17 Upsala
Feb. 21 at Jersey City State
Feb. 25 at Hartwick

k _________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________
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Memphis: They're Big and W aiting
Mid-South Coliseum.

By Hank Gola
Montclair State basketball coach
Ollie Gelston's been known to pull
off a few upsets. In the past, he's
scheduled such squads as the Naval
Academy and Fairleigh Dickinson
University and gotten away with it.
Last year, he took the Indians out on.
the Madison Square Garden court
and came away with a 74-68 upset of
highly touted Grambling College.
But this year the MSC skeptic
might say he's gone too far. The
Tribe opens its 1974 campaign
against Memphis State University,
included
in
almost
everyone's
pre-season top-20, and bound most
probably for a N C A A or N I T bid.
What's more, the Indians will take
them on in the Tigers' own back yard
in front of a sellout crowd at the

"Som e people ask me w hy I
scheduled a team like Memphis
State," Gelston remarked. "B u t I
think its a great opportunity for our
players to match their skills against
some of the best players in the
country, It gives us a chance to
travel, and if you're going to get beat
on the road it might as well be by
quality players rather than the men
in the striped shirts."
T H E T IG E R S , 19-11 last year
before losing the quarter-finals of the
N IT , have a change-over in coaches
but not much in abundant talent.
Gene Bartow, who led the Tigers to
the N C A A finals against U C L A three
years ago, has moved on to the
University of Illinois, and his former
aide Wayne Yates, has taken over the

re in s .
Yates,
interviewed
via
telephone at his Memphis Office
seems to have an understandably
nonchalant attitude on the game.
"Well, we're not too good but
we'll show up," he joked. Then
returning to his senses he drawled,
"We're not going to take any team
lightly and I honestly don't know
much about Montclair State."

But Yates does know talent when
he sees it. He was responsible for
bringing Larry Kenon, Larry Finch
and Ronnie Robinson to Memphis
and building the Tigers into a
national power. He didn't stop after
his promotion.
Yates went out and signed 6-9
junior college All-Am erica Marion
Hillard, and 6-9 John Gunn, a
homegrown Memphis product who

was the second-most sought after
high-schooler in the country after
Moses Malone.
" H I L L A R D W A S the finest junior
college player I saw last season, and
Gunn's going to be an All-American
some day," Yates bragged.
And the newcomers won't come
by their positions easy either. Ed
Wilson
(6-7),
John
Washington
(6-10), Ron Fairfield (6 -6 ), Darrell
Bridges (6 -6 ), Larry Trosper (6-5),
and swing man Clarence Jones ( 6 - 6 provide plenty of proverr experience.
"W e'll be giving away height at
every position," lamented Gelston.
"T h e y
play
power
brand
of
basketball. They rebound, do a lot of
clearing out, and animal the boards."
Yet the
inside game
isn't
Gelston's only w orry. The Tigers

return two guards, Dexter Reed and
Bill Cook, who averaged 34.6 points
and six assists between them last
year. Cook's solidly built at 6-5, 225
pounds, and is an aggressive, speedy
floor general. Reid (6-4) is a rangy
pure shooter.
G E L S T O N IS planning on putting
6-2 Eugene Jimenez and 5-10 John
Oakes on the talented duo, but he's
not so sure of his starting five after
that.
"Joh n Manning's disabled and
w on't be available," Gelston noted.
"B u t Jeff Auerbacher and Larry
Hughes should start up front. We’ll
be using ten men in and out
throughout the game."
"W e're going to try and create a
tempo," strategized Gelston. "We'll
be doing a little more running than
we did last year and try to take it to
them."

